
 

1. 

Surendra babu Jampani , Forest interview 

Sujata Mehta panel.  

 

 

Ch: You are Surendrababu jampani, explain me your education and work background? ( I 

told that I am working in techmahindra) 

Ch: how long have you been working in tech Mahindra? 

Ch: yes, there was Satyam and now it's techmahindra. She asked me changes in company 

structure made after the scam? 

Ch: what kind of work do you do? 

Ch: is your client Indian or foreign? 

Ch: how many are your team members? 

Ch: do you speak with your client? 

M1: computers consume lot of power and cause green house gases. What should we do? 

M1: what are green house gases(list)? 

M1: how to control emissions from the automobiles? 

M2: why do you do trekking? 

M2: what did you observe? 

M2: how it is beneficial at individual and societal level? 

M2: who should regulate trekking? 

M2: places where you go for trekking? 

M2: what is forest survey of India? (Location, what it do, how many reports are out) ( 3 

separate questions) 

M2: what is landscape management? 

M3: what did you do in Nss? 

Ch: when a citizen says he is poor, is it right for government to assess his economic 

status? 

M2: what is forest fragmentation? 

2. Anand: 

                                    BOARD-  SUJATA MEHTA MAM 
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Sujata Mehta madam board 

Profile: product design,  customs ( vishakapatnam), Telangana,  

Chairperson:  

Tell me about your educational background 

What after graduation 

Explain product design 

What parameters do you check while designing a product 

How do you explain the evolution of mobiles until Apple smartphone 

How do you incorporate the ease of use in mobiles  

How do you explain sustainable development 

Do we need polluting industries like ship breaking in India 

How will balance environment protection with employment generation in this regard 

M1:  

what is environment performance index 

What parameters are included in it 

Why is vishakapatnam projected as a future hub for investment 

Impact of 2004 tsunami on vizag 

Forest types in eastern ghats 

Explain Biodiversity Act 2002 

M2:  

Why is China blocking India's entry into NSG 

States with highest forest area 

Role of customs in wildlife and forest conservation 

Name an endangered species 

M3:  

Name the national park adjacent to your campus (IIT Madras) 

What's the area of the park 

What's the smallest national park in India 
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What are the environmental issues in your campus 

Fauna in thecampus 

Type of vegetation in the campus 

M4:  

Impact of MGNREGA in telangana 

How MGNREGA is related to forestry 

What are SDGs 

SDGs associated with environment 

How success of achieving SDG 1 and 2 are related with SDGs related to environment 

Forest cover in Telangana and Andhra Pradesh 

Forest types in Telangana 

Red Sanders 

Green trading 

Chairperson:  

How do you promote environmental awareness in rural areas? 

Is there anything you want ask to the panel? 

Thankyou. 

 

3. Akshay Bhorde from Pune. IFoS Interview 

7/2/2018 

Optional-Agriculture and Botany 

Panel -Mrs.Sujata Mehta mam 

Chairperson- 

1.Is this is you?(photograph) 

2.Tell me about your educational qualification? 

3.when you completed your graduation?(2015) 

4.What you are doing since 2015? 

5.Western ghats-illegal felling of trees-what is your opinion on  development vs 

conservation? 
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6.How your  Agriculture knowledge helps in Forest service? 

7.Is there any contadiction between Agriculture and Forest? 

M1(lady member):- 

1.What are cash crops? 

2.What is soil erosion? How we can control it? 

3.What are the problems faced by farmers? 

4.differnce between Reserve and protected forest? 

5.Modern techniques in Agriculture? 

M2- 

1.Wht is precision Agriculture.? (Detail explanation) 

2.How will you convert desert area into Agriculture land? 

3.what are buttress?? 

4.soil collidal properties 

5.types of soils?what is podzol? 

M3- 

1.difference between Intensive Agriculture and intensive Forestry? 

2.Seed act?Is forest seeds comes under this? 

3.Domestication of NFTP? 

4.How seed varieties are released?Certification ? 

Chairperson- 

You want to share something with us other than whatever we already discussed?? 

  I told about  recent initiatives of Maharashtra government in Forest Management like 

Green Army and Forest helpline. 

Thank you. (Time -22min) 

 

4. Unknown 

Transcript  of IFoS interview 

Date: 7.02.2018 

Time 3 pm 
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Chairperson: Ms. Sujata Mehta 

Chairperson : Tell me about your educational background  

- What we're you doing at CARE 

- Why did you decided to leave CARE 

- Tell me about JFM in India 

-What were the challenges in JFM  

- What was the role of IIFM in your career and how did it help you 

Member 1 

- When did the environmental movement start in India 

- Do you think awareness in environmental domain is necessary ? How would you 

promote awareness on Forest fire issues 

- What are true colors? Why they are called so? 

-What GIS layers you would used for Forest coverage estimation 

Member 3 

- Interesting combination of subjects , tell me what were your favourite subjects 

- Bhubaneswar zoo was in news some time back ? Why? 

- What are White tigers? 

- What is plant succession? 

- What are the challenges faced by zoos today? 

- What is agroforestry ? 

- current challenges in agroforestry? Area under agroforestry? 

- what is IR... Some law of agriculture ..never heard 

Member 4 (lady) 

- what is jhoom? 

- how would you control it 

- issues faced by Forest today 

- which tree is called Flame of Forest 

5. Babitarani swain (Sujata Mehta Board) 

Date 08/02/18 
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Chairperson: 

1. Is this you?  By showing my photograph 

2. Tell me something about your graduation 

3. How will you use your computer science knowledge for forestry..  

Maam kept on asking till i said 4-5 applications 

M1: 

1.what is estuary 

2. What type of forest do you find in estuary 

3. You only alked about data collection when asked about application of computer 

science.  Tell me about what does data analysis does and its importance 

4. Which state is highest in solar energy production and which is second.. Then asked me 

are you sure? 

5. Energy budget of earth 

6. What is difference between green house effect and global warming 

M2 

1. What is entymology 

2. What is population dynamics 

3. Role of botanist in forest management 

4. Name some famous botanists 

5. What is post harvest technology.. 

6. Is it used only for crops or also can be applied in forestry 

7. What is kvk 

8. What is vana vigyan kendra 

9. Why woods gets destryoed..  I mentioned due to insects and moisture.. 

10. Name some insects 

M3 

1. What is forest habitat 

2. How wildlife is important for forest management 

3. Define forest habitat 
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4. What is environment impact assessment 

Chairperson 

Ok babita do you want to discuss any other thing which we have not discussed here? 

 

6.  Name- Kajol Patil.                   

Board- Sujata Mehta mam  

Date- 9/02/2018 

C- 

Introduce yourself 

What are you doing since 2016? 

Why graduation in agri. engg.? 

Your favourite subject in agriculture 

Ground water contamination problem in india  

Is it a good option to use ground water as primary source in agriculture? 

M1- 

Explain role of agri. in india economy 

How would you use tribals knowledge in forest management? 

Scope of wildlife tourism in india 

What are provisions of indian forest mgt.bill, 2017? 

What is forest inventory? 

M2- 

What are soil colloidal properties? 

What is natural binding capacity? 

As a lady officer,how would you tackle challenges in this service? 

What is crop infestation? 

Difference in agri. practices in China and India 

M3- 

What do you mean by entrepreneurship? 
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Horticulture production In Kolhapur 

Regions of pomegranate production In Maharashtra 

What is the difference between agri. engg and horti.  engg? 

What is ex-situ and in- situ conservation? 

Opinion on rehabilitation of tribals from protected areas  

Mangrove cover of Maharashtra 

Threats to mangroves 

What is green army? 

 

7.  Kalaivanan: 

Sujatha metha mam board  

Chairperson :  

1. So tell me about yourself ?  

2. Which year did you graduate?  

3. What has kept you busy these days?  

4. What do you do in your free time other than preparation?  

5. So your hobby is language learning ? How many languages do you know?  

6. Since your mother tongue is tamil , which language did you find easy to learn hindi or 

malayalam?  

7. What is your view on linguistic reorganisation of states?  

8. Should the present demands allowed?  

 Member1:  

1. So your hobby is football why is india not able to win in olympics?  

2. If infrastructure is not there in rural areas how is north east performing well?  

3. If given a chance how will you change the name of your course electrical and 

electronics engineering?  

4. Do you know about moocs?  

5. How is it usefull?  

 Member2:  
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1. Is tamil derived from sanskrit?  

2. But many words like neer(tamil – water) is derived from sanskrit? What is your view? 

Learning hindi should be easy for you right?  

3. What is the difference between language and literature?  

4. Where does grammar fit in ? Language or literature?  

 Member 3:  

1. Where was www found?   

2. Who founded it ?  

3. Name of the institution in Switzerland?  

4. Who founded binary no. ?  

5. Name of the indian mathematician who worked on it?  

6. Who wrote our national anthem?  

7. Which other country also follows the same?  

8. What is the name of it?  

 Member 4:  

1. So tell me about vellore (my district)?  

2. Which one is important for vellore's glory? Revolt of 1806 or cmc hospital?  

3. So what is your view on cauvery?  

4. How should interstate river disputes solved?  

5. View on interstate river linking?  

 Chairperson:  

1. Environment issues on river linking?  

2. Our part is done . Do you feel anything left out in your draft?  

I mean for which you have prepared well and we have not asked ? :P  

3. (I told my project mam) so tell me what is your project?  

4. Why it is not implemented?  

Your interview is over. 

8. Mruthyunjaya  

First day (19.02.18) 
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4th in the order 

Board: Sujatha Mehta Ma'am. 

Chairwoman: 

Tell me about yourself,about your graduation? 

Gap(4yrs) - ? 

What did you do? 

-Freelance QC tech in a Hollywood's post production company. 

How did you get in? 

What were you doing there? 

What substantial did u do after it? 

How did u keep motivated? 

Guitar - do u play for any band? 

Member 1: fuel cells? 

Why there is no fan fare? 

Let me come in to ur domain,  

Autonomous cars. 

What is it? 

Are we new to this domain? 

Are we not doing it already - when we launched the first satellite? 

What is the issue with driverless cars? 

Member 2: 

What is Make in India? 

What kind of the jobs you want to create in Make in India? 

What is your opinion on raising trend of linking Aadhar to every service? 

What are the security concerns of Aadhaar? 

Member 3: 

You have opted public administration? Why? 

What did you study in public administration? 
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Have you heard of spoils system? 

Do you support it? 

What kind of bureaucracy do you want? 

Is bureaucracy relevant in India? 

Why people dont like bureaucracy? 

What should be done for people to like bureaucracy? 

Member 4: 

Difference between Grading and Percentage marks ? (Pointed from DAF) 

Which one do you feel good? 

Look east policy - what is your opinion on it? 

How is north east related to look east? 

Give me the 3 brief precise points that how will you bring(integrate) North East to Main 

land? 

Chairwoman:  

You worked in Hollywood's post production company - what was the project you worked 

on? 

Can you tell me why Hollywood movies are not as grand success as Bollywood movies? 

Is there anything that you want to tell us that we did not ask and you had prepared for? 

End of the interview. 

 

9. Unknown 

Sujata Mam Board 

Chairperson(Ch) -  

1.Tell me about yourself. What are you doing now a days? 

2. When did you graduate? 

3. Then for how many years did you work? 

4. You have rejected your appointment in Police. Why? 

5. What do you think of GM crops? Should they be used ? 

6. How do you propose the scientific fraternity should proceed? 
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7. Who should be the test objects? 

8. What about giving choices to people for GM crops? 

9. Which should proceed policy or research? 

Member 1: 

1. What do you think about girls being weak in mathematics? 

2. Why children  find difficult to study maths? 

3. How should Maths be taught? How do u propose to infuse new methods? 

4. What about your college placements? 

5. Why IT companies hire so many and what about pay scale? 

6. What do you think about the survey which says engineers are unemployable? 

7. Can India absorb all the engineers it is producing? 

Member 2: 

1. What about CPEC? What is the issue? 

2. What should be done? 

3. What about the Doklam? Why India concerned? 

4. What if Bhutan agrees to China? What we can do? 

Member 3: 

1. Who invented binary numbers? 

2. Who came up with WWW? 

3. How much old is Maithili language? 

4. What was the first book of this language and who wrote it? 

5. What is Ponzi scheme? 

6. What is the name of sexual violence at workplaces act? 

7. As a DM what will you do to tackle naxalism? 

8. What new? 

Member 5: 

1. What impact did GST have ? 

2. Why then GST? How it is useful? 
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3. What about demonetisation? 

4. Did we get all currency notes.? Do you think it helped to tackle black money? 

5. What do you think which should be there.. cashless or cash based society ? 

Ch: 

1.What do you do in upcycling? 

2.What do u make ? 

Thank you. 

 

10. Unknown 

I was first candidate in morning session to go in my board. 

Sujata Mam Board.  

Chairperson: 

1.Tell me about your self. 

2.Tell ur educational background. 

3.you already joined CS , now you wish for what? 

4.How would you rate railway? 

5.Do you think railway should be privatized? 

6. Importance of Indian Railway? 

M1:  

1. Seismic zones of India. 

2. NE states? 

3. Whether Sikkim is NE States? 

4. Why so high IMR and its impact on India? 

5. Nutritional problems in India? 

M2: 

1.Rail budget merger and its impact? 

2. Would minister(MoR) not have to be answer able in parliament now? 

3.What ailing IR? 
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4.What reforms IR is bringing? 

5.More division of IR, Vizag asking for one more division? 

M3: 

What is NAAC and NBA? 

2. My college KIET? 

3. More public or private institutions? 

4.How many branches are accredited in ur clge? 

5.Difference between finance and economy? 

M4: 

Railway accident and safety measures? 

Why not to run all trains at same speed 

Congestion over IR network? 

Why DFC? 

Why do you listen ghazals? Ur fav singer? 

Bullet train feasibility? 

Mamm asked:  

do you wish to ask any question from us? 

 

11. Vignesh: 

Sujatha Mehta Board 

Optional - History 

Graduation - Civil Engineering 

District - Erode, TN 

CHAIRPERSON 

1. Introduce yourselves 

2. What you have been doing after graduation? 

3. Why didnt you think of getting employed? 

4. What is your opinion on Cauvery verdict? Is it favourable to TamilNadu? 
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5. What do you know about Adam's bridge? Is it really existing? 

6. Is all data from NASA trustable? Why  Indians wonder about NASA? 

7. What is demographic dividend? Is it an advantage to have millions of unemployment 

youth in India? 

Member 1 

1. Specialities of QutbMinar? 

2. Temples in Kumbakonam? 

3. Who built most temples in your state? 

4. Trade relationship between Ancient India and south east Asia? 

5. What Coimbatore is famous for? 

6. Status of textile industries in last decade in India? 

Member 2 

1. Traffic problems in Salem? 

2. Causes of road accidents in T.N? Solutions? 

3. Advanced technologies to control accidents? 

4. What should be the role of the government to control accidents? 

5. What was your role in creating accident free cities during college days? 

Member 3 

1. Is Parking avenue are engineering solution? 

2. Why you are interested in railways? 

3. What is ballast less track? Status in India? 

4. Explain railway connectivity in Northeast? Especially Meghalaya? 

5.  What is Smart city according to you? 

Member 4 

1. What is climate change? Do you believe in such Climate change theory? 

2. Why USA left Paris agreement? 

3. What is History? Definition? 

4. Why so much interpretations in Indian History? 

5. How chronology is arrived in historical writings? 
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CHAIRPERSON 

1. Why history is a scientific study? 

2. How science helps to understand TipuSultan history? 

3. Do you want to ask anything from us? 

4. Have we asked questions as you expected or anything different? 

Overall, cordial board with mostly opinion based questions. 

 

12. Name Satyajeet Kumar Gupta 

Sujata Mehta Board 

Chairperson: 

Tell me something about your self. 

You worked for 7 years in Pgcil. How was your experience. 

How is your training in IPS going on? 

What do you enjoy most in IPS training? 

Do u have any idea about living will? I told a little bit then Ma'am explained it. 

You opinion on living will. 

If an individual gives a living will should a doctor honour it? 

Should an individual die then his family should produce the living will to the doctor? 

What dilemma a doctor will face when he see the living will? 

No question from IR, contrary to my expections  because Ma'am is a former IFS officer. 

Member 1: 

Why India is facing power crisis? 

I said India isn't facing any power crisis rather it is crisis of management. 

What are schemes going on for rural electrification. I mentioned Saubhagya and he made 

a face like he never heard of it and it was not expected then I mentioned some more but 

he wanted to hear DDUGJY. 

Tell me something about DDUGJY. What is difference between this and the previous one 

you mentioned(Saubhagya scheme). 

Why management of crisis on power sector. 

Where is the weak spot lying. 
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What is difference between powers of a maharajganj navratra and a mini ratna PSU? 

Member 2: 

You did your 10+2 in 2005 then you completed your graduation in 2010 was it 5 years 

graduation. I said no 4. 

What did you did for 1 year? I answered that I prepared for IIT but could not qualify. 

Why not NIT. I told that could not qualify those also. He told ok with a smile on his face. 

What are your views on privatization of coal mines. 

Previously goverment did nationalization then again privatization. Why so? 

He mentioned how police alone handled punjab militancy crisis then why army in J&K 

and north east. 

What is difference between functioning of armed police and and an army. 

He grilled me on J&K and North East question(precious one). This section it to seemed 

me that he wasn't satisfied. 

Should army have Afspa 

Power? 

Member 3: 

What is 5G. I gave very simple answer but he wanted technical so I said sorry sir. He then 

asked about 4G, simultaneously other one asked about 3 G then other 2 G(a completion 

sort of) I told I don't know about any of the G's then the whole board along with 

Chairperson laughed. 

As a DM what will be your first priority in any district. 

I ask for any district or a specific then he told your home district Ballia. I told health. 

What problem do you find in health sector? 

In health what will be your focus. I told PHCs, shortage of doctors nurses, infrastructure. 

Member 4: 

Tell me something about Swiss Challenge Model? 

What is PPP? 

What problem PPP is facing. 

Why so much criticism about PPP. 

I mentioned EPC as one of the model of PPP to which the member disagreed. I objected a 

little then I told that I will have to check it once again. 
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Do you know about annuity model? I replied that yes but unable to recall it right now. He 

giggled. 

Why you want to join IAS when already you are IPS? 

Thankyou. 

 

13. Ann Mary Mathew. 

Chair- Sujatha Mehta. 

Chair person: So you write in malayalam literature, what do you write? ( My hobby was 

writing in malayalam) 

2. Have you published anything? 

3. Do you think that creative writing can be induced by courses or classes? 

4. Recently in tamil literature a writer was threatened for his writings. How do you view 

it?  

5. Do you think that freedom of expression be restricted in any way? ( Since the word 

freedom of expression came out from my mouth) 

Member 1( he looked like a malayalai): You come from kottayam, why do you think the 

rubber plantation there is on a decline? ( I told that main reason is falling price of rubber 

due to free trade agreements) 

2. Is it also because  the real estate sector overtaking the rubber cultivation? 

3. What is your view on inter religious marriage? 

4. You must have studied English literature for your degree course, ( then he recited two 

poems), who have written these? 

Member 2.: Recently a song starring priya varrier was in news. What is the issue all 

about? 

 2. What is YOUR  stand in this issue? 

3. Do you think the political@ violence existing in kerala affect the tourism sector? 

4. What is the role of UN in the current day international politics? 

5. What is the issue of North Korea? 

Member 3: What is the function and role of NAAC? ( Just because my DAF says this 

word) 

2. How does NAAC accredits a college? Is there any difference in funding based on 

accreditation? 
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2. What is your view on human rights? ( I don't know what they actually meant. But the 

question was exactly this) 

3. Do you think that brilliant minds should be promoted to take science and research as 

their career? 

4. How the government could improve private sector's participation in it? ( Followed 

from previous question) 

5. Do you know any examples where private players is promoting  research? 

6. How could cycling be promoted in the country , where the  infrastructure and roads 

does not favor  cycling?( Cycling was my hobby) 

Member 4: Is it necessary  that the NET should be made as the teacher's eligibility for 

college education, while such a criterion does not exist for private sector? ( Based on 

DAF) 

2. What is the difference between language and literature?  

3. Grammar belongs to which category? 

 4. What is dark matter? ( Based on graduation subject) 

5. How does studies in dark matter benefit us? 

Chair: Do you have anything to ask or say to us? 

Remarks: I felt that the board was very cordial and helpful. They were graceful in their 

expressions and talking. More than 50 percent questions were based on DAF. Sometimes 

some members seemed like not listening. But overall it was VERY GOOD. 

 

14. Unknown 

Date: 22 Feb 

Sujatha mam board  

My optional : geography  

Graduation: Biotechnology 

Place : Coimbatore 

Chairperson:  

Introduce yourself  

What were you doing since your graduation? 

Why did you choose civil services? 

What is your area of interest in biotech? 
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Can generic coding of human be used to predict future disease? 

How is genetics linked to cancer treatment?  

Most prevalent type of cancer in India? 

M1: what does geography teach?  

Is the climate change really happening? 

What measures India takes to overcome climate Change? 

Can green energy be a practical solution to overcome pollution? (Since  India uses more 

than 50% energy from coal) 

M2: what is entrepreneurship? 

Why does India have very less entrepreneurs?  

Can women be supported to work while at home?  

Why there is no equality in maternity leave for men(as like women)? 

Is Coimbatore becoming like NCR? (Pollution) 

If vehicle pollution is the problem what can be the solution? 

(I said about industrial pollution too , in noyyal)  

So can the industries be relocated ?  

M3: what do you feel about cosmetics? (I have no idea why they asked that question)  

What is ‘me too’ campaign? 

Why are actors(kamal was mention) coming into politics ?  

Why do people vote for heros in politics ?  

What is justice party?  

M4: what do you think about river Cauvery? 

Are Tamilians happy with the recent verdict of Supreme Court? 

How do people of Karnataka see this verdict? Are they happy?   

How do you say both the states are happy with Cauvery mngment board? 

Do you have anything to ask? 

 

15. Unknown 

Chairperson sujatha mehta 
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1.Tell me about yourself 

2.did you read news of a man having microchip implanted on his body that made him to 

see all colours even when he had colour blindness 

3.what is the ethical issues in it. 

4.dont you think such advancements in science can be achieved only by rich. 

5.daf based-kerala and industries officer sounds contradicting.why kerala did not develop 

in industrialisation.-supplementary qns based on work experience 

M1: 

1.diff b/n immigrant and refugee 

2.is rohingya immigrant.are we accomdating them.  

other than security issues what are the other issues with refugee inflow.what should be 

done 

3.can states restrict immigrants.why some states doing so.restricting outsiders to not 

acquire land etc 

4.what is concurrent list.,how can both centre and state make laws in same subject 

5.law and ordr in which list.why states often asking centre to sent army to address law 

and order. 

6.can centre on its own take over law and order of states 

M3: 

1.I wil give a statement.u have to say yes or no and give reason."digital india is leading to 

digital divide" 

2.what is NIRF 

3.what is need for it 

4.what is the rank of ur college/university in it. 

5.kerala is known for tourism.what diff do u see b/n tourism in kerala and kashmir 

6.which are the regions in j&k 

M4: 

1.daf based-engineering-why is 4g in india at low speed when compared to global 

standards 

2.how to improve datarate of 4g 

3.if you are working as administrator in a tribal area how wil u integrate them to 

mainstream 
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M5: 

1.kerala is good in human development indicators and quality of life.then why do kerala 

need administrators 

2.what is kerala model of dvlopmnt 

3.consider a hypothetical situation that all emigrants of kerala comes back.how will you 

manage the situation 

4.Kerala panchayat raj system is considered to be a model.but how is it working in tribal 

areas. 

Rest questions were particularly from my daf. 

 

16. Suraj Patel  

Anthro , b.tech , u.p , IPS  

Sujata Mehta mam  

Afternoon session 

Chairperson :  

Tell about urself  

What r u doing right now  

Why army was used in Elphinstone bridge reconstruction  

Why not private sector  

We could have doubled the price to private and work would have finished in half time  

Why we stick with L1 quotes only  

How to resolve it  

Why no one trust anyone in India ?  

M 1: 

Judicial intervention  

Why  

How to infuse credibility in judiciary  

Why judiciary don't want any interference  

M2 :  

U know Mike Tyson ? 
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How to infuse transparency in judiciary ? 

How technology can be used ? 

Is it right to have cctv recording of court proceedings  

What is family court . 

Why they have rule of video recording  

Should we remove institution of DM as no developed country have it  

What America have inherited from British . 

What kind of laws are there in USA  

M 3:  

What is autonomous rebotics  

Should India have them ? 

There impacts ?  

Is I right to name any institution on basis of some individual ?  

What are the parameter to decide that ?  

What are the stakeholders in your college ?  

Alumni ?  

Why alumni connect is low ? 

Any example in India where alumni have contributed much ?  

M4 :  

Why u left IRS for IPS  

Why now IAS  

why going back from revenue to revenue  

What is think India ?  

What were it's benefits  

Chairperson : 

Ok . What else you have in mind which should have been discussed ? 

Thanks. 
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17. Gajanan Jadhav 

BE (I.T.) , Geography, Working as Bank PO, From Latur 

Sujata Mehta Madam's Board 

Date : 21/02/2018, Afternoon Session, 1st one to go. 

Ch : 

*Tell me about ur graduation? 

*What is artificial intelligence? 

*What is it's future ? 

*Will machines overshadow humans? 

*Share ur Latur earthquake memory? 

*What needs to be done for disaster mgmt? 

M1 : 

*What is rural banking? 

*Should Public sector banks privatized? 

*What is the need to setup branches in rural areas with high operational costs? 

*is it better to give this responsibility to private sector? 

M 2 : 

*What is cloud computing and its examples? 

* Is email example of cloud computing? 

*What is difference betn B.E and B.tech? 

*What is difference between I.T engineering and computer science engineering? 

*Why there was need of two streams rather than one? 

*What is use of ICT in education sector? 

*What r the qualities of a good captain? 

* Tell me abt gender inequality ? 

* Should reservation provided to girls in education sector especially in IIT's ? 

M 3 : 

*What are ur views on loan waiver? 
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*But don't u think it better to waive farmers loan to stop farmer's suicides? 

* Tell me alternative to loan waiver? 

*Ur opposing loan waiver but after all loan waiver benefit the banks as farmers loan will 

settled ur views on this? 

* Why banks hesitates to give loan to farmers? 

*What measures declared for agriculture in budget? 

*Who decides MSP? 

M 4 : 

*What is inswing and outswing in cricket? 

*How does movies act as national integration force? 

*If u r a father of girl child what values u will teach her? 

*What r equatorial rain Forests? 

* What is special abt Amazon rainforest? 

*In India where they r found? 

*What should be done to promote sports in India? 

Ch : 

Anything u want to share? 

Ur interview is over. 

Thank you. 

 

18. Unknown 

Date: 22 Feb 

Sujatha mam board  

My optional : geography  

Graduation: Biotechnology 

Place : Coimbatore 

Chairperson:  

Introduce yourself  

What were you doing since your graduation? 
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Why did you chose civil services? 

What is your area of interest in biotech? 

Can generic coding of human be used to predict future disease? 

How is genetics linked to cancer treatment?  

Most prevalent type of cancer in India? 

M1: what does geography teach?  

Is the climate change really happening? 

What measures India takes to overcome climate Change? 

Can green energy be a practical solution to overcome pollution? (Since  India uses more 

than 50% energy from coal) 

M2: what is entrepreneurship? 

Why does India have very less entrepreneurs?  

Can women be supported to work while at home?  

Why there is no equality in maternity leave for men(as like women)? 

Is Coimbatore becoming like NCR? (Pollution) 

If vehicle pollution is the problem what can be the solution? 

(I said about industrial pollution too , in noyyal)  

So can the industries be relocated ?  

M3: what do you feel about cosmetics? (I have no idea why they asked that question)  

What is ‘me too’ campaign? 

Why are actors(kamal was mention) coming into politics ?  

Why do people vote for heros in politics ?  

What is justice party?  

M4: what do you think about river Cauvery? 

Are Tamilians happy with the recent verdict of Supreme Court? 

How do people of Karnataka see this verdict? Are they happy?   

How do you say both the states are happy with Cauvery management board? 

Do you have anything to ask? 
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19. Piyush Mohanty 

B.tech iit roorkee metallurgy and materials engg 

Geography 

Reading non fiction, travelling, watching documentaries 

Sujata Mehta Board, afternoon session 5 march, first to go 

Chairman 

1.Tell us something about yourself. 

2.Why did you go to iit? 

3.All this trend around new materials, so please tell me why india is lagging? 

4.Applications of 3D printing 

M2(Lady member) 

1. People having profile like yours go for MBA. Why? Is B.Tech necessary for an MBA? 

Is there any gender distinction for MBA. 

2. Where all have you travelled? How has it changed you? 

3. Watched any latest documentary? 

4. Last non fiction you read. 

M3 

1. China controls 90% of rare earth production. How does it use it for geopolitical 

purpose? 

2. Are you aware of any rare earth fields outside china where production can rival that of 

china? 

M4 

1. Causes of Russian Revolution 

2. Rise of Putin's Russia 

3. General viewpoint of Russian people on Czars and Putin 

4. New materials to replace steel? 

M5 

1. Why geography? 

2. India - Pakistan share how many rivers? 

3. Why are they important? 
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4. Should we talk to Pakistan. 

5. How is IIT Roorkee different from other IITs? 

Ch: would you like to tell us anything we haven't asked questions from? 

 

20. Reet Sundaram  

 Board - Sujata Mehta    

Date - March 5th,2018  (Afternoon slot, and I was the last one to go)     

 Cp-  

1. Tell us about yourself. What have you done so far?   

2. What is there in civil services that is not there in private sector?   

3. Civil services can also be boring don't you think?    

4.Very recently there was a news regarding a person who has put a transmitter in his 

brain? What do you think about it? What can be the implications?   

5. What do you think ethics is?  

 6. Is there a choice between ethics and efficiency?      

(Signal to the next member to take on)      

M1:  

1. So you have taken philosophy as your subject? What do you think is the best thing 

about philosophy?   

2. Have you read about Vedanta philosophy?  

3. Who is the propounder of Vedanta?   

4. There is a debate between Vedanta and Buddhism? Can you elaborate?   

5. But Shunyata also has same aspect? Ok leave it..  

 (cp signals the next member)   

M2:  

1. So you were born in Saharsa? It falls in a river basin? Which river it is?   

2. Kosi is known as sorrow of Bihar? Why?   

3. But why are the floods still a problem?   

4. Why did you leave your job so early?   
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5. No I m not asking that. I am asking why you joined it?    

M3:  

1. Continuing the question that Chairperson has asked, where do you think this line of 

man-machine boundary is going?   

2. Have you read about Existentialism? How do you think existentialism would benefit in 

Civil services?    

M4:  

1. Since you have a wide understanding of bureaucracy, can you tell me some step in 

bureaucracy that has been made recently but its not good for bureaucracy?    

2. Have you worked with any of the tribes in Jharkhand?    

3. Tell me something that mainstream society should imbibe from tribal culture?     

 Cp - 1. Ok, is there something that you want us to ask?   

2. What your hobbies?   

3. What do you include in fitness paradigm?   

4. What do you follow for current affairs?   

5. Only one newspaper?          

Ok Reet Thankyou. :) 

 

21. Vikas Khichar: 

Date: 05/03/2018 

Board: Mrs. Sujata Mehta 

Graduation: B. Tech Computer Engineering 

Optional Subject: Geography 

Job: IOC, Delhi Police 

2nd to go in afternoon. 

Chairwoman(CW): 

(Showing Pic) Is this your picture? 

So are you already working in a government job? 

When did you graduate and from which college? 

Weren’t you placed somewhere during graduation? 
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Do you think there is role of IT in a company like IOC? 

Don’t you think all major business units of IOC should be connected to each other 

through IT? 

Do you know that IOC is buying HPCL? (Corrected her that ONGC has bought HPCL 

and IOCL is planning to buy GAIL) 

What’s the benefit of ONGC buying HPCL? 

And IOC buying GAIL? 

So you are in Police. There are a lot of cheating cases coming nowadays, also cases like 

SSC paper leaks, what do you think about the role of police in such cases? Especially 

from law and order perspective? 

Member 1: 

Carrying forward from your example of cheating in Bihar, what are your views about 

RTE’s CCE (Continuous and comprehensive Evaluation)? 

No detention Policy? Why Govt. has decided to end it? 

How Police can help in this? 

How would you control such cases of rampant cheating  as a head of district police? 

Member 2: 

So you are from ****? What’s the population of your district? 

Where most of the people are working? 

Why there is so much demand of government jobs? 

There are insurgencies in J &K and North-east India? How do you think about the role of 

police bis-a-vis Army and Paramilitary? 

Don’t you think there should be better coordination between the two? 

What should be the roles played by the two? 

Member 3: 

You are already working as a police officer for around one year. Why do you think police 

have such a bad image? 

What can be done about improving it? 

What are your views about recent encounters in UP? 

What can be done about it as you know as a police officer that not all are genuine? 

Member 4 (Lady): 
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How RTE has performed? Have you noticed any change on the ground level after 

enactment of RTE? 

Has it brought inclusiveness? 

What are the areas that it has improved? 

What about persons with disabilities? 

Have you seen any such kid in your school? or in college? 

What kind of difficulties they face? 

Other than infrastructure? 

Anything about their study materials? 

Other than Braille? 

What you can suggest as a computer engineer? (Couldn’t suggest one!!) 

Chairwoman: 

Is there anything that you wanted to discuss? 

OK. You can go. 

PS: Very cordial board. Not much variety in questions. No factual questions. No 

questions on hobby, etc. 

 

22. Varsha Karande  

BTech computer Engg VJTI 

IPoS Probationer 

History optional 

Hobbies- Teaching, comic the series  

Lastes for around 25mins 

Sujata Mehta Panel 6  Forenoon session 

5th to go 

CM- showing photo ,is this you? 

Introduce yourself. 

You have been in Mumbai for quite long time...tell me why there are so many floods? 

Follow up- is it possible to do urban planning now? 
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About Mumbai fires, who is responsible? 

M1- Your Municipal commissioner of KDMC, Tell me about 3 infrastructures which you 

will build there? 

People cross railway tracks..what do you think about it? 

People from all  Engg branches are getting into Software...is there anything wrong with 

our education system? 

M2-You have teaching as your hobby..do you get time these days for it?Your native place 

is satara..have you been there? 

Are you aware of any welfare measures taken by queen of satara?(I didn't know) 

Do you Yashwantrao Chavan University? 

M3-Is there any benefits of britisher coming to India?  

We need to appear again and again for getting into desired service..what do you think...do 

we need to change the existing patter or is it ok? 

What do you think about govt officials taking popular decisions? 

M5- There has been boom in ecommerce and DoP of post is not having infrastructure 

upgraded for delivery of parcels..what do you think? 

CM- Do you have anything to ask or say?(I wanted to answer a question asked earlier but 

I was not able recollect the question) 

Thank you. 

 

23. Nutan Khade 

Panel: Sujata Mehta Ma'm 

FN 1st to go 

Optional ..pol science  

Background : textile engineering  

CM..  

1. Tell me about yourself.. you have lived in mumbai for 4 years..what are factors for 

decline of textile industry in mumbai..? (Thanku Bhagwat sir for guidance regarding this) 

2. MH pioneer in textile since British era.. what you will do to promote handicraft and 

powerloom sector simultaneously?  

2. Had you thought of joining textile sector during graduation or civil service?   

3. How you got encouragement to join civil service?   
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M1 (lady member ) ( daf based) 

1. You have worked in water conservation projects... n you know aanna Hazare's work? 

2. How will you expand its to other parts of MH and India? 

3. What are state level measures for water conservation? 

M2(looked like from North east) 

1.in bangladesh textile factory there was fire related incidents and lax regulatory 

enforcement  by that govt but still brands like max Spencer are outsourcing to these 

countries.. many women labourers died in that... why it happened?? 

2. so how we should act so that such incident will not occur?? 

2...3 follow up questions Unable to recollect.. 

M3:  

1.Why dairy industry expansion is not happening in Marathwada region like in satara 

district??  

Specially dairy is helpful for women empowerment? ? What you will do to promote it?? ( 

I told about bulk milk processing(bmp) at amul in Gujarat.. those should be promoted 

marathwada region so that storing and milk being perishable commodity ) 

2. Why subsidies with sunset clause but we see mnrega like subsidies are continuing... 

what's reason for that?? (From my early mentioning in answers )  

3. Tell us indo nepal relations history for last 30 years ? 

4. Tell us difference between gorbachev and putin's  approach in terms of foreign 

policy?? 

M4: 

1.There are no permanent friends and no permanent enemies in IR..justify it? He asked 

further about pre cold war and post cold war changes in this approach ?? 

2. What's your take on Brexit?? Why since beginning UK is always anti eu and pro usa??  

3.since you have worked in administration.. what is approach of people to look at 

women? From societies point of view and from your seniors' side as well?? 

Again CM:  

1. Do you support Gandhi's thought ?  

2. Where do we see his values are being implemented on ground? ? 

3. So you support Gandhian thought.. he used to be pro civil disobedience.. do you still 

support his this idea in present era??  
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4. You know MH is pioneer in e governance.. what project your depy is implementing 

regarding this.. ? 

5. How will you ensure that illiterate farmer gets his records of rights online?? 

Is there any mechanism?  

6. Do you want to share anything?? ( I thought little bit n was little uneasy but then she 

asked say say what you want to say...then i wished her on women's day) 

7. What's theme of  day this year? 

8.why it's celebrated?? History? ?  

9. Do you think women are empowered really??  

(It was combination of textile+ ir+ few job related questions) not many questions on daf 

and hobby! 

 

24. Name :Parag Jain 

Opt Geography 

Smt Sujata Mehta Board 

Intw date 08-03-18, Fornoon 5th to go around 12:15 

Wished very good afternoon to all 

Cp: 1 tell me something about yourself, graduation, job 

2 should Nss or Ncc made compulsory 

3 what difference u found in TN and MP 

M1 

1. So should we allow compulsory military service in india? 

2. What is ashkonagr's main economic activity 

3. What effect of new marketing in agriculture will be there on local traders? 

M3 

1. Which ashram is located near AshokNagar 

2. Why people go to such asram 

3. Do they allow economic activity 

4. Compare these with asrams like of Baba Ram Rahim 

M4 
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1.should people of 

 northeast given military training. 

2. What change you suggest in present training (job related) 

M5. Lady member 

1. What language is spoken in sheopur and Ashoknagar. Are they different? 

2. Like Bhojpuri movies why other regional language movies are not being made 

3. Did you watch any regional language movies 

Cp: 

1. Do u watch current Affairs on tv? 

2. debates on these topics, what do they inform us? 

3. Does some of them create hot unnecessary debates? 

4. How can they be regulated? 

5. Freedom of expression issue if we regulate them? 

6. Cable Act is it used somewhere? 

Do you want anything more to be asked which is not covered? 

I looked all for few seconds and wished them happy women's day. 

Big smile on all faces. 

Wish them good day and left. 

 

25. Ashutosh Kulkarni 

9th March. Morning session. 5th to go 

Sujata Mehta Panel 

25-30 minutes 

Background- Mech Engg, History optional, Pune 

Chairperson-  

Is this your photo 

Tell us about yourself 

You graduated from which college? Pune university? 
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You are an engineer. Why didnt you think of being a professional engineer in private 

sector. 

What you did after 2015? 

Which part is your favourite in history?- Ancient India 

3 personalities that are special in ancient India 

You were talking of central asian origin of Kushans and their assimilation. Do you think 

nationality and identities were prevalent then? (I said yes and explained) 

Do you think geography defines national identity or is it something else? Should we be 

insistent on such identities? 

There are certain states which preference to their own people while employing them. Do 

you think regional identities are increasing and should such preferences be given.  

If such preference is needed in some cases,who should decide special privileges given to 

Sons of Soil? 

There are also instances where people from other states are driven out. Do you think this 

is good? 

Do we have multiple identities or a single identity? And do they clash? 

Linguistic identities in India. Is there any state having one single identity. (No madam. It 

is intermixed) 

Development of sub-regional identities is happening a lot. Should we acceed their various 

demands like that of a separate state? What terms and conditions for that? 

M1- 

What do you mean by the sentence- history repeats itself? Give examples of its positive 

and negative aspects 

M2 (lady member) 

You have done Mechanical engg. And you would be knowing many students who are in 

technical courses. What issues you faced while learning engg in the college.  

What action is the university taking on those issues 

Why is it that so many engineers not turning to research or teaching? 

What problems do the teachers face in technical institutes? 

How to improve them? How to change mindsets? 

(Classical music as hobby) Have you not listened to Carnatic music? Why dont you prefer 

it? 

Any such musical theatre in surrounding states of Maharashtra? (I said Yakshagana) 
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What are differences between Marathi Sangeet Natak and Yakshagana ( Marathi Sangeet 

Natak as hobby) 

Why did Sangeet Natak develop in 19th century Maharashtra? 

M3- 

You mentioned the word assimilation 3 times. What does it mean? 

But there are so many places where Ram is worshipped and Ravan elsewhere. How will 

you assimilate the two? 

What is Love Jihad? Should it be banned? 

Can inter-religious marriages lead to assimilation? But dont you think given the marriages 

are disrupting social peace, they should be banned? 

M4-  

What were the drawbacks that prevented the Maratha power from sustaining in the 

North? 

You are from Pune. Is it under Smart City programme?  

Tell me 3 priorities you would like to work on as an officer for Smart City in Pune. You 

said infrastructure. Its a broad term. Be specific 

Why was Pune metro stuck? If it was proposed 10 years back, what took it so long to 

fructify? 

The biggest problem in airport is land acquisition. Should Maharashtra acquire land 

compulsory from farmers for projects? Or how can this issue be resolved? 

You know Delhi is a union territory. Should it be made into a total state? 

So you are saying lets merge MCD and state government for better functioning rather 

than making it a state. Ok. 

Chairperson- is anything that you want us to ask from your DAF that we havent?  

Ok thank you very much. 

 

26. Ravi: 

Education- BE in Instrumentation & Control 

Experience – 3 years in an American Firm 

From Deoghar, Jharkhand 

Optional - Psychology 

Date – 9 March, 2018 
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Board - Sujata Mehta Mam 

The board was mostly cordial especially the Chairperson. 

Afternoon, 4th to go. 

Question might not be exact to what I was asked. 

Chairperson- 

1) Tell me about yourself. 

2) So do you think quitting the job after 3 years of work ex was a difficult decision to 

make? Then a follow up question based on my answer. 

3) What do you understand by Demographic Dividend? 

4) Can we utilize the potential of demographic dividend? Or will it become a population 

bomb? 

5) Asked me if I have heard the debate on unemployment? (which I said I am sure to what 

she was referring to) Asked me some data on unemployment? Then a follow up question 

which I don’t remember. 

(Lady) Member 2 (Longest Part of Interview) 

1) Psychology of Domestic Violence Act? Then some follow-up question. 

2) Issue of Elderly and solution for it. Psychological perspective. 

3) Dementia. 

4) As a DM, how would you tackle dementia issue? 

Member 3 

1) What is Abnormal Psychology? 

2) Difference with clinical psychology? 

3) Psychology of Road Rage? Ways to curb it? 

4) What is EQ? 

5) Site an example. Then asked me to leave this question. And said after waking up today, 

how you used your knowledge of psychology to tackle the emotions you were facing? 

What were the emotion you were having? 

Member 4 

1) Asked me what my India office did and how was it different from the US office? 

2) So basically they are exploiting the cheap labor in India? 

3) So it is just transition and India should move towards doing job for other countries? 
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4) So are jobs going outside India? Where? Why? 

5) We buy instruments from outside, our instrumentation engineer works for MNC. Why 

does it happen? 

6) What’s the issue with research publication of Indian college? 

7) What would you do as a policy maker? 

8) Economy of Deoghar district? 

9) What has Jharkhand government done since the formation of Jharkhand for Religious 

Tourism in Deoghar? 

10) What has Jharkhand government done since the formation of Jharkhand for the 

economic development of Deoghar district? 

Members 5 

1) Discuss the issue of Stampede in Deoghar temple? Reason and Solution? 

2) What’s new about this solution? Hasn’t it been implemented yet? Why? (He wanted to 

know the exact reason which I told) 

3) (An intro to the question) Can we call Jharkhand a failed state? 

Chairperson – So is there anything we haven’t asked and you have prepared? 

Ok, Your Interview is over. 

PS: Mam was looking at me till I closed the door. 

 

27. Sourav Banerjee: 

Sujata mehta mam 

Interview on 9th March fn 

1st to go 

Chairperson 

1.Tell me about yourself 

2 was leaving the job a difficult decision 

3. Has the financial sector become too important in the present scheme of things 

4. Has minimum account balance diminished the public character of sbi 

5. What was the best part of your job 

6. Something else..I forgot 
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Member 1-lady member 

1. What is futsal 

2. Difference between football and futsal 

3. Linkage between shrinking playing space and popularity of futsal 

4. What kind of books do you read 

5. Have you read any english translation of mahasweta Devi 

6. Should India abandon dalai lama given the recent turn of events  

Member 2 

1. Importance of france to India and some follow up question on Emmanuel macron's 

visit 

2. Anything apart from unsc veto France is required for 

Don't remember much on what he asked 

Member 3 

1. Explain the dual degree that you have done 

2. If you were Nepal government would you side with India or China 

3. What does Nepal export to India (didn't know) 

4. Why do private banks not participate in ppp projects 

5. Why no participation in spite of compulsory infra contribution 

Member 4 

1. Golf handicap (hobby) 

2.indian lady golfer marrying a pakistani golfer...some story. Do you know about her?( 

Didn't know) 

3. Where do you play? How often? 

4 gi tag for rossogulla..what.was it about? Who was right? 

5 was the spat between 2 states necessary? 

Chairperson 

1. Should section 377 be abolished 

2. Right to privacy judgement and it's bearing on right to privacy 

3. Why should section 377 be abolished 
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4. Is state the guardian of public morality 

5. Should state be the guardian of public morality 

6. Should a civil servant be a guardian of public morality 

Anything you want us to ask 

Thank you your interview is over 

 

28. Sagar Kondekar - Grad - Biotechnology 

Working with Ibm,  opt - history 

Native - Belgaum district (many questions followed this link)  

Sujata Mehata mam panel 

Ch-  

1)tell us about yourself 

2) why civil services 

3) which are going to be disruptive IT technologies in near future  

4) use of blockchain in governance in general 

M1-  

1) hafiz saeed and India Pakistan relations 

2) two nations theory and some follow up questions  

M2-  

1) stem cell research basics 

2) why biotechnology graduation 

3) addition of biotechnology chapters in +2 biology book. Have u read them?  

M3-  

1) economic disparity between rich and poor. Reasons remedies.  Discussion only on this 

topic with M3 

M4-  

1) reasons of inclusion of belgaum in karnataka 

2) mandate of src  

3) indias role in Bangladesh liberation 
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Ch-  

1) smaller states feasibility 

2) why division of andhra 

Thank you. 

 

29. Haaris Rasheed 

Mbbs MS (orthopedics) 

Sujata ma’am board 

Forenoon session 9th march 

2nd to go. 

Ch- So , tell us something about yourself. 

A- blabber plus reading about new advances in orthopedic surgery. 

Counter- so recent advances and civil services, arent these opposites.? 

M1- why is rural healthcare in shambles. 

What are your views about karnataka flag 

M2- south china sea, india pakistan, india china relation (regular general gibberish) 

M3- recent advances in joint relacement surgery. 

A- related to technique, and related to implant (mentioned both) 

M3- corporate hospitals, hidden cut from implants, pharma-doctor nexus. 

M3- do doctors lack empathy. 

Q- what should be done. 

Q- why are govt hospitals unhygienic.? 

M4- medical tourism, advantages, is it an industry. What will general public get from this 

advancement. (Handled just okay.. not much satisfied) 

Ch- something that you prepared and would like to tell us..  

A- thought for 3 secs.. said no ma’am.. (had a flight of thoughts, hence decided to bail out 

and get out) 

2 more ques by members 

Q- do doctors and civil servants share mutual respect. 
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Q- views about living will. 

Thank you. 

 

30. Rahul Jain: 

5th March 

4th to go (Afternoon Session)  

Board :Sujata Mehta Mam  

Chairman:  

1. Tell me about yourself? what have you been doing since 2016 

2. Why Banking after engineering? 

3. You can avoid answering this but why Axis Bank has bad name? 

4. So is it collusion and ethics of bank personnel or lack of policy 

5. Do you think one cannot manage preparation with job 

6. what was your work hours and work days?  

7. Should we privatise banks 

8. What can be done to reform banks in future 

Member 1 

1. What was your case study on delhi airport metro? Who's fault was there? 

2. (daf based) You have quit your job for UPSC...And it's a long process? Don't you think 

it has turned obsolete and tedious and there are changes required? 

3.(Daf based) What was your work as Warden Nominee? Any innovation? was it like a 

class monitor or an administrator? 

4 (Daf based) Sufi Music...What are it's basic principles? Hoe is it different from Bhakti 

Music? 

MEMBER 2 

1. YOU have done your schooling in private school?Do you think the education there is 

inclusive? 

2. WHAT is inclusive education according to you 

3. What is value education for you? 
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4. What values have you learned from your school? DO MISSIONARY schools focus on 

value education?If yes how? 

5. In India many people takes private schooling then Why people break red light if they 

get value education in schools? 

6. How have you used your chemical engineering skill set in banking sector? 

MEMBER 3 

1. Had nationalisation of banks failed? What it has achieved? 

2. You have said a lot of scenario has changed?What has changed in banking  Industry 

over the years and where do private sector takes the lead? 

3. What could have prevented the PNB Scam? 

Member 4 

1. You belong to Guna...Any famous personality? 

2. Smart city work in Indore 

3. Tell me about heritage and food of Indore? 

4. Why is MP not growing? 

5. How IIT-B different from other IIT'S 

6. How is IIT-B FEST different from other fests 

Chairman: 

1) Is there anything which we haven't ask ed and you have prepared? 

2) Since you have talked a lot about UPSC process and has been through all stages any 

suggestion you want to give to us? 

Thankyou!! Your interview Is over. 

 

31. Ankur Gupta: 

Sujata Mehta board  

History optional  

B.E ece  

Cm  

Tell me something about yourself  

What are your hobbies and interests  
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What ails indian sports  

Has cricket and ipl benefitted other sports   

Is media polarised  

 people like ravish kumar face death threats and trolls, what can we do to make them 

secure.  

M1  

Few questions on my home city   

Use of digital electronics in administration  

M2  

Question on israel and palestine  

Questions on demonetization  

M3  

Some social awareness campaigns in recent times  

How can we measure the success of these campaigns  

What kind of documentaries do you watch  

Are biographies non fiction  

Views of romila thapar on nationalism  

M4  

Qualities required in civil servant  

A situation based question  

Success or happiness which is more important 

 

32. Basist Nandan: 

Date 13.3.18 

Sujatha Mehta Board 

Afternoon  

CH 

1. Tell me where u did ur graduation. What you do now. 

2. You are in pipelines of IOCL. How do u secure pipelines. 
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3 What are your role in securing pipelines. 

4. Which pipelines in eastern coast you are in. 

5. You seem to be interested in sports. Do u think a large event like Olympics be held 

where there is no income just expenditure.  

6. Will it be good for India to host Olympics. 

7. India didn't win any gold in Olympics and also we had bad experience of holding 

commonwealth games. So why should India host such events when there is poverty N all. 

M1 

1. You ate in iocl. Why should one invest in refinery when we are moving towards 

renewable source and electric vehicle? 

2. You are a mechanical engineer. Tell me which law of physics applies when a thermal 

energy is converted to mechanical energy. 

3. What is critical supercritical in a power plant. 

M2 

1. Tell me has 73rd and 74th amendment been good. 

2. What are problems. 

3. Women representation is just for name sake in PRI. What do you say. 

4. There is a program called employment guarantee program. Should fund from that be 

used in empowering grass root. 

5. Other discussion mainly on PRI. 

M3 

1. You are from Bhagalpur. Tell about violence of 1980s. 

2. What are the regulatory mechanism of oil and gas sector. 

3. Inspite of so many regulations why do fires and other hazards occur. 

4. How would you inculcate safety culture. 

5. What is energy audit. How it is done ( I said something and he said it's not correct) 

M4 

1. Tell me something about green revolution. 

2. How to have balance between population rise and food crisis. 

3. Can GM crop be helpful in solving food crisis. 
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4. What are problems of GM Crops and solutions. 

Again CM 

Do you want us to ask something. 

I took a pause and said mam, if you would like to ask something from hobby. 

She said what's your hobby.  

Then se asked about it. 

How much time you spend on internet. 

Your view on social media. Is it helpful. 

Ok. Thank you. 

 

Interview Transcripts 2018, [13.03.18 20:40] 

gamma: 

Bhonsle sir board, PSIR optional, qualification - BA MA pol sci 

Ch.- So you have excellent academic record and you have shown interest etc ( sir’s  usual 

way of starting an interview, he said more things which I don’t remember) then he said 

you are selected from our side. I kept saying thank you when ever he pointed something 

from my DAF as good. 

So you are from **** there is a regular cattle fair organized and have seen it ? apprantly it 

is very famous. 

Did it happen already? 

So why it happened on a low scale ? what was the reason? 

What is your opinion regarding the law ? 

So you are made the DM of **** and we are your team give us  instructions on how to 

oragnize the cattle fair?  Take your time and answer.  ( I used pencil and paper ) 

M1 (lady)- you are pursuing masters in women and gender studies ( she also said 

something after this) so tell me most important thing 2 or 3 which should be done to 

empower women ? 

M2- Are you nervous? 

But you don’t look nervous? 

You should not be nervous we are just having a conversation . then Lady member said 

she is a young confident girl she doesn’t need to be nervous. 

What is happening in Delhi why there is so much of traffic ? 
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So how many countries are coming to India ? 

So you have done political science tell me in context of world today what country among 

UNSC member we should pursue for our gain ? 

So do we agree with all the things Russia is doing ? 

He gave me a case study about a dairy being opened by help of world bank but the people 

around who have milk shops are unhappy and they are saying to farmers that this dairy 

would give less money and using machine they are calculating correctly and looting you. 

The dairy is located near maharasta and Karnataka border. As a DM how will you tackle 

this? ( It was a very long question but this is what I could grasp …chairmen also received 

a call during this question ) 

But how will talk they are not ready to talk to you ? 

M3  (I really don’t know why he was the only threatening personality, I forgot what he 

had asked me)  

Why do you think there is an increasing demand for reservation among various 

communities? 

Don’t You think agriculture was also a reason ? 

He said doubling farmers Income how in context of Rajasthan agriculture could be 

improved? (I had a mental block here) 

M4- so In US elections MR trump won over Ms. Hillary Clinton what was the reason? 

Don’t you think Gender was an issue? 

But more enlightened voters voted for Ms. Hillary what do you have to say about this? 

Education qualification in election. Do you think it should be brought? 

But there have been leaders who were not educated. Do you think leadership influences 

capability to lead ? 

In general men and women are considered in a manner some say women are better than 

men as they can perform role and things which men can’t. What do you think about this? 

 

Ch- so write 3 words on a paper …Initiative, Drive and Leadership tell one incident from 

your life where you have done this? 

What is the motto of NCC? 

Tell me in Hindi? 

Thank you. Have a good day. Leave this paper here 
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33. Shiyaz: 

Sujatha ma'am board 14th fn 

Bg: Psychology,MBA, Management research;Last person to go 

Chairman: introduce yourself..Follow up Questions related to research topic.. 

Experience..Edu etc.. 

M1: any theory u could apply on the job from Psy; my bike brand..How old etc ( hobby 

long rides) 

M2: do u think u can put theories at work in govt set up..? Follow up based on answer.. 

What is self righteousness? 

M3:(his questions included answers most of the time) iq and equipment..better? How u 

can put equipment to use of u r a civil servant. 

Psychology of kerala ppl and effect on migration? 

Does matriarchy and something else(was nt clear) a reason for migration? What is 360 

degree leadership? 

M4: my job at high Court..Issues with collegium..Njac etc 

Cm: anything which u would like to ask us?  

Sujatha Madam is very polite and cordial and should appreciate the fact that she was 

listening through out the interview. Don't know how she put marks though. 

 

34. Kumar Swapnil: 

Date - 6.3.2018 

Board - sujata mehta 

Forenoon 

Second to go 

Interview duration - 25 to 30 mins 

Home state - bihar  

Optional- medical science  

education - MBBS, MD (pharmacology) 

Hobbies - fitness enthusiast and aesthetic bodybuilding, exploring mughlai delicacies of 

Delhi, dancing (Western and freestyle), mimicry.  

CP- is this your photo?  
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Me : yes mam.  

1. So tell me about your self.. From where have you graduated. What are you doing now?  

2. Did you opt MBBS by choice  

3. So explain to me this whole thing.. MBBS.. Now doing MD.. And now looking to enter 

civil service.  

4. Tell me one biggest deficiency you found in medical education  

5. Solution  

6.this nhps. Do you think it can help the poor people you have seen at your hospital  

7. What should the focus of the government : primary health or tertiary health  

8. But do we have sufficient doctors in India to cater to these needs 

M1:  

so I see you are doing your MD in pharmacology? What is the reason for branded 

generics being so pricey in India? Is anything being done about it?  

2. Bihar is sometimes very unkindly  

Counted among the bimaru states? What do you think?  

3. How does the social dynamics of bihar hurt the development there  

M3. (LM)  

1.so I see your interest is in aesthetic bodybuilding? What is aesthetic bodybuilding?  

2. What is this hype about this size zero? What is it and as a doctor would you advise it?  

3. so another interest of your is exploring mughlai dishes of Delhi? So you cook them or 

go out with friends?  

4. Did you ever explore any food of pre mughal times? Do you have any knowledge 

about it?  

5.coming back to aesthetics.. What is the vision and philosophy of aesthetics  

M3. Picking up from conversation with the cp 

1.So you talked about rationalising mbbs course for making family medicine level of 

doctors first. But no doctor today is stopping at mbbs level. They are going for 

specialisation and superspecialisation? Why is it so?  

2. But don't you think these family medicine doctors will create inefficiency and the 

number of medical negligence cases would rise?  
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3.after raising a myriad of issues in one line.. Corporate hospital overpricing.. Medical 

negligence.. Wrong diagnosis.. Blah blah blah.. What is the institutional mechanism in 

India to deal with such things 

4. Isn't there any role ethics in medical education? Did you have any such exposure 

during your mbbs course  

5. So you were born in muzaffarpur? What is very famous about muzaffarpur  

6. How has litchi helped to increase the level of farmers income there 

M4.  

1. So why did you change your school after tenth?  

2. New aiims are being set up.. What are ppl not going there and still coming to aiims 

Delhi  

3. But don't you think that it is somehow related to people's mentality that aiims Delhi is 

much better  

4. Euthanasia. What is the present legal stance on it? What is your opinion on euthanasia?  

5. Is butter chicken a mughlai dish?  

CP : OK.. So would you like us to ask about anything else that you had prepared and we 

did not ask 

2. Self taught or trained?  

OK you may go now 

 

35. UNKNOWN 

Sujata Mehta board 

Duration~30 min 

C: 

Introduce itself 

When u join NPA 

Farmer long march, demand?? 

Why farming unattractive?? 

Why MBBS?  

Medical bond? For whole India? 

Why doctor not going to phc? 
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National health protection scheme?? Needs in India special when primary infrastructure 

not developed? 

M1: 

Nurture vs Nature vs crime... Some f/u questions... how it is helpful in reducing 

crime...Criminal ka beta criminal Banega?? How prejudice dangerous to society??  

India France relationship 

Recent changes in China constitution? Impact on India? 

M3:  

Malnutrition? Is icds failed?  

Cultural factors in malnutrition? 

Where it is present urban rural both? 

Suggestions for health sector? 

Cyber security?? 

M4:  

Generic medicines? 

Medical tourism? 

Unethical corporate practice? 

How to create awareness about generic medicines? 

Why pharmaceutical industry developed in Haryana and Himachal?? 

M5:  

Forest right act? If Land were given to tribal then it reduces forest cover? Instead giving 

land should we focus on social forestry? 

Swaminathan committee recommendation? 

National medical commission?? How it help to increase doctor no. ?? Bridge course 

opinion?? 

C: any area we left?? No mam 

Thank you. 

 

36. Hemant: 

Background 
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Btech electrical engineering  

Optional: political science and international relations 

Hobbies: Reading IR and cricket 

Board: Sujata Mehta mam 

Mam:  

1.is this your photo? 

2. Tell me about yourself (she was looking at my DAF when I was saying) 

3. You graduated in 2016, Did you get any job from college? (I said I didn't sit for any) 

4. Why you didn't sit for placements? 

5. You did iit becz you wanted to or you were pressurized by parents? 

6. What is your view on society? 

7. What is the population of India? 

8. What are the population prediction about India in coming time? 

9.What is divided in demographic divided? 

10.What will happen if we don't utilise this dividend? 

11. How much time you think will it take India to resolve all the issues in India like 

poverty, inequality, infrastructure gap and all that, take a wild guess?( I replied 30 years, 

don't know whether it was a good number or not). 

12. What are the issues in Jharkhand? 

13. Why you want to be in services? 

14. So you want to be in services for personal development?( I said yes) 

M1 (he wasn't sure of what he was asking) 

1. What are the issues in Jharkhand?  (Mam looked at him as she already had asked the 

same question) 

2. So you are a computer Engineer? (I said no sir I am an electrical engineer) 

3. Ok so tell me what is this skill India, no leave it. You tell me is skill India a success. ( I 

said sir it is too soon to say) 

4. Yes yes you are right, tell me is it going in right direction? 

5. What is corporate social responsibility? 
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6. Do all companies have to follow CSR?( I said I am unable to recall the criteria as such 

right now). 

M2 

1. Why USSR disintegrated? 

2. Why Soviet Russia entered in Afghanistan? 

3. Did disintegration of USSR affected negatively to India? 

4.How this issue of North Korea improving relation with us and south Korea will affect 

India? 

5. What is money bill? ( Here I was taken aback by this sudden shift of question from IR 

to this, I took a pause for few seconds and then replied) 

6. What will happen if this bill is presented in Rajya sabha? 

7. What is this whole issue about the passage of this bill right now in lok sabha ( read this 

in morning newspaper) 

M3 

1. Did Jharkhand aspirations of development materialise? 

2. Jharkhand have the potential, why it is not moving ahead? ( 3 rd time same question, 

mam again looked at him) 

3. Is naxalism a terrorism? 

4. Difference between revolution and terrorism? 

5. Which scholar talked about revolution for the first time? 

6. Why Aristotle said about this? 

7. Was inequality a reason given by him on his extensive study of causes of revolution? 

8. Do you see inequality in Jharkhand a reason for underdevelopment? 

9. He said something about a scholar and his book and few theory names given by him 

and asked me to relate this 3 theories in Jharkhand (I don't know from where he got that 

name as a political philosoper as I didn't heard his name or his theory so I replied no sir I 

don't know.) 

He said no problem. 

M4( he was looking at the clock for the whole time) 

1. How is the relationship of India and Pakistan? 

2. Kulbhashan Jadhav case has impacted relation and India is also not talking to Pak, how 

do you see that? 
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He asked 2 more questions which I don't remember 

Mam: 

1. This issue of DBT in PDS in Jharkhand, why do you think these civil servant 

implement such schemes despite knowing their practical invisibility). 

2. Why this gap of reality in making of schemes in accordance to region? 

3. What will you do as a civil servant to improve this communication gap between 

administration and local people? 

4. What is the status of digital penetration in Jharkhand? ( I said I'm not aware of the 

number but it's quite low) 

5. Tell me as per your personal experience how is digital connectivity there? 

Ok is there anything you want to talk about which we haven't covered? 

I said yes mam, cricket. 

She smiled and said tell us about cricket. 

What changes need to be there in cricket body and any thing you feel should be done to 

utilise it? 

Thank you. Your interview is over. 

 

37. Satwik 

Sujata Mehta Board 

Background: 5 year Integrated Masters in Physics from IIT Roorkee 

Hobbies: Vippasna meditation, reading and writing poetry. 

Chairman:  

1. Tell me something about yourself? 

2. Don't you find the preparation frustrating? 

3.  Should we invest in basic sciences? 

4. Would you sanction funds for a scientific organisation which is not able to produce 

results? 

Member 1:  

1. Why do indians lack in R&D? 

2. Why are we poor in scientific temper? 
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3. Don' you think teachers try to inculcate scientific temper among students? 

4. What do you mean by Vippasna? 

5. Is it possible for an administrator to remain detached during work? 

Member 2: 

1. What did you learn from Gandhi? 

2. Who can practice non- violence? Strong or weak? 

3. Tell me something about passive euthanasia. 

4. Do you think people in India are able to afford Ventilators? 

5. Don't you think legalising passive euthanasia might get misused? 

6. What is difference between Ghazal and Nazm? 

Member 3: 

1. Tell me some practical applications of General theory of relativity. 

2. Throw some light upon the recent action taken by US regarding tariffs. 

3. What are gravitational waves? 

4. Something about encryption and prime number theorem. 

Member 4: 

1. Does Satwik come from Satv guna? 

2. There are 3 gunas in indian philosophy. Does everyone have all the 3 gunas? 

3. What is dark matter? 

4. What do you mean by 'God particle'? 

5. Why is the study  of neutrino important. 

6. We had such a bright past in terms of education, Astronomy etc but everything 

declined during mughal period. Should we blame them? 

Chairman: Do you want us to ask something? 

Thank you! 

 

38. Hemant: 

Background 

Btech electrical engineering  

Optional: political science and international relations 
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Hobbies: Reading IR and cricket 

Board: Sujata Mehta mam 

 

Mam:  

1. is this your photo? 

2. Tell me about yourself (she was looking at my DAF when I was saying) 

3. You graduated in 2016, Did you get any job from college? (I said I didn't sit for any) 

4. Why you didn't sit for placements? 

5. You did iit becz you wanted to or you were pressurized by parents? 

6. What is your view on society? 

7. What is the population of India? 

8. What are the population prediction about India in coming time? 

9.What is divided in demographic divided? 

10.What will happen if we don't utilise this dividend? 

11. How much time you think will it take India to resolve all the issues in India like 

poverty, inequality, infrastructure gap and all that, take a wild guess?( I replied 30 years, 

don't know whether it was a good number or not). 

12. What are the issues in Jharkhand? 

13. Why you want to be in services? 

14. So you want to be in services for personal development?( I said yes) 

 

M1 (he wasn't sure of what he was asking) 

1. What are the issues in Jharkhand? (Mam looked at him as she already had asked the 

same question) 

2. So you are a computer Engineer? (I said no sir I am an electrical engineer) 

3. Ok so tell me what is this skill India, no leave it. You tell me is skill India a success. ( I 

said sir it is too soon to say) 

4. Yes yes you are right, tell me is it going in right direction? 

5. What is corporate social responsibility? 

6. Do all companies have to follow CSR?( I said I am unable to recall the criteria as such 

right now). 

 

M2 

1. Why USSR disintegrated? 

2. Why Soviet Russia entered in Afghanistan? 

3. Did disintegration of USSR affected negatively to India? 

4.How this issue of North Korea improving relation with us and south Korea will affect 

India? 

5. What is money bill? ( Here I was taken aback by this sudden shift of question from IR 

to this, I took a pause for few seconds and then replied) 

6. What will happen if this bill is presented in Rajya sabha? 

7. What is this whole issue about the passage of this bill right now in lok sabha ( read this 
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in morning newspaper) 

 

M3 

1. Did Jharkhand aspirations of development materialise? 

2. Jharkhand have the potential, why it is not moving ahead? ( 3 rd time same question, 

mam again looked at him) 

3. Is naxalism a terrorism? 

4. Difference between revolution and terrorism? 

5. Which scholar talked about revolution for the first time? 

6. Why Aristotle said about this? 

7. Was inequality a reason given by him on his extensive study of causes of revolution? 

8. Do you see inequality in Jharkhand a reason for underdevelopment? 

9. He said something about a scholar and his book and few theory names given by him 

and asked me to relate this 3 theories in Jharkhand (I don't know from where he got that 

name as a political philosoper as I didn't heard his name or his theory so I replied no sir I 

don't know.) 

He said no problem. 

 

M4( he was looking at the clock for the whole time) 

1. How is the relationship of India and Pakistan? 

2. Kulbhashan Jadhav case has impacted relation and India is also not talking to Pak, how 

do you see that? 

He asked 2 more questions which I don't remember 

 

Mam: 

1. This issue of DBT in PDS in Jharkhand, why do you think these civil servant 

implement such schemes despite knowing their practical invisibility). 

2. Why this gap of reality in making of schemes in accordance to region? 

3. What will you do as a civil servant to improve this communication gap between 

administration and local people? 

4. What is the status of digital penetration in Jharkhand? ( I said I'm not aware of the 

number but it's quite low) 

5. Tell me as per your personal experience how is digital connectivity there? 

Ok is there anything you want to talk about which we haven't covered? 

I said yes mam, cricket. 

She smiled and said tell us about cricket. 

What changes need to be there in cricket body and any thing you feel should be done to 

utilise it? 

Thank you. Your interview is over. 

 

Comments: cordial board. Main intervi 
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39. Name: vivek chavan  

Electronics engg  

Worked in infosys for 2yrs  

Home town: nashik  

Optional : pol sci & ir  

Panel : sujata mehta madam  

Date : 16th mar 2018  

 

Chair:  

(Showed photo)Is this your photo?  

1.lets start by telling about your self.  

2.what have you been doing since you keft job?3. Why civil service?  

4.why people want government jobs?  

5.if we remove the security and permanent nature from govt job, will people prefer govt. 

Jobs?  

6.people like baba amte have done so much good work being outside government. Is that 

better?  

6.who should come first family or society in carrying out responsibility.(ref from earlier 

ans. )  

7.so what are your interests/ hobbies?  

 

M2.  

1.what is this happiness index?  

2.what is india's performance?  

3.is it good scale to judge progress? Or we should go for gdp?  

4.what is india's rank?  

5.why such a bad performance despite increase in gdp?  

6.how we can increase happiness?  

 

M3.  

1.your name is vivek. So tell me about vedant philosophy of vivekananda.  

2.so much of depression and negetivity is there. Our happiness index is not good so can 

thos philosophy help?  

3.should we remain bound by some ancient scripure? Considering everything is there in 

it?  

4.what is difference between vedanta and siddhanta theory?  

5.what did you get from your hobby coin collection?  

6.what is numismatics?  

7.should we be collecting coins in digital age when we can store images?  

 

M4:  

1.okay vivek , tell me about rohingyas.  
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2.are they citizen of any country?  

3.why should myanmar accept them?  

4.is there any un treaty for stateless peole?  

5.why russia is in news recently(uk expelling russian diplomat, usa sanctions on russia)  

6.will sanctions have any effect on russia or any particular group ?  

7.w hat are the problems faced by children of migrant labourer?  

8.what can be done?  

9.if you are collector of a district what would be your priority?  

 

M5:  

1.So you are from ahmednagar?  

(Another panel member said no that is his birthplace)  

2.but still tell me something about ahmednagar.  

3.tell me about your hobby painting.  

4.tell me about warli painting. (Mentioned in daf)  

5.what is different in warli painting?  

6.what do the shapes in warli painting depict?  

Okay it is done from my side.  

Then same member said okay last question.  

8.what were the causes of world war 1?  

 

Chair:  

Okay we are done from our side.  

Do you want to ask anything?  

Your interview is over.  

 

Over all cordial and helpful board. Did not pressurise much.  

I said i dont know at two places they immediately went to next question.  

Overall good experience.  

People at document verification were also very helpful.  

Thanks. 

Satwik 

 

 

40. Sujata Mehta Board 

Background: 5 year Integrated Masters in Physics from IIT Roorkee 

Hobbies: Vippasna meditation, reading and writing poetry. 

 

Chairman:  

1. Tell me something about yourself? 

2. Don't you find the preparation frustrating? 

3.  Should we invest in basic sciences? 
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4. Would you sanction funds for a scientific organisation which is not able to produce 

results? 

 

Member 1:  

1. Why do indians lack in R&D? 

2. Why are we poor in scientific temper? 

3. Don' you think teachers try to inculcate scientific temper among students? 

4. What do you mean by Vippasna? 

5. Is it possible for an administrator to remain detached during work? 

 

Member 2: 

1. What did you learn from Gandhi? 

2. Who can practice non- violence? Strong or weak? 

3. Tell me something about passive euthanasia. 

4. Do you think people in India are able to afford Ventilators? 

5. Don't you think legalising passive euthanasia might get misused? 

6. What is difference between Ghazal and Nazm? 

 

Member 3: 

1. Tell me some practical applications of General theory of relativity. 

2. Throw some light upon the recent action taken by US regarding tariffs. 

3. What are gravitational waves? 

4. Something about encryption and prime number theorem. 

 

Member 4: 

1. Does Satwik come from Satv guna? 

2. There are 3 gunas in indian philosophy. Does everyone have all the 3 gunas? 

3. What is dark matter? 

4. What do you mean by 'God particle'? 

5. Why is the study of neutrino important. 

6. We had such a bright past in terms of education, Astronomy etc but everything 

declined during mughal period. Should we blame them? 

 

Chairman: Do you want us to ask something? 

 

 

41. Parul Pradhan: 

Sujata Mehta Board  

6th March 

Afternoon Session 

Optional: Psychology 

Working in NTPC Ltd. 
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B.Tech : Electronics & Instrumentation Engg 

 

Chairman: 

1) So you are working in NTPC? Was it a campus placement or anything else? 

2) Tell us about the performance of NTPC , Talcher-kaniha.  (Since I am working there) 

3) How is its position compared to other power plants? 

4) What are your work responsibilities? 

5) In India, we are not able to supply uninterrupted power to consumers. The connections 

are unreliable. Where do you think the problem lies? 

6) Do you think a direct selling of power between generating stations and consumers 

should be done? 

7) How far is our station from Talcher? (30kms) 

8) So it is quite remote. So are there enough facilities for employees? 

9) How long was your training period? Do you think training is needed after college?  

 

M1: 

1) So your optional is Psychology. What is the use of it in administration? 

2) From hobbies . What is DIY Craft? What do you do in it? 

3) What are the adventure sports activities that you have done? 

4) Why do you do it? 

5) It is said that companies are doing CSR for their own profits and not for society's 

benefit? Is it true for NTPC also? 

 

M2: 

1)Where does NTPC, Kaniha gets its coal from? 

2) What is the percentage of coal cost in total cost of production of electrcity? 

3) How can we reduce cost of electricity generation from coal? Is there any way that it 

can be done? 

4) Whether Talcher is operating in sub-critical or super-critical level of technology? 

5) Something about Vibration analysis , to which i said i have not worked in that 

particular area. 

6) Why did you switch departments ? what was the reason behind? 

 

M3: 

1) Should power sector be unbundled or should it be integrated? The reasons behind it. 

Then objected to the logic I provided. Long discussion on it. 

2) What is Peter's principle in management? 

 

M4:- 

1) You have mentioned earlier about skill development being done. Do you think there is 

gender stereotype in Skilling sector also? 

2) why is it so persistent? 
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3) What can be the steps taken to overcome these gender stereotypes? 

4) Were you offered Psychology as a subject in college? 

5) Do you think Psychology as a subject should be offered in college? any other subjects 

which can be introduced? 

6) Who is Vygotsky? What is his contribution to psychology? 

7) Do you know Howard Gardener? What is his contribution? 

 

 

42. S K 3/22/18 

Sujata Mam Board 

22nd march afternoon  

 

-Tell us about yourself  

-india usa export subsidy issue,what to do ? Is USA correct?  

-India china comparison  

-india pak relations. Your view ? Should India talk to pak ? Why we are not on talking 

terms right now ? Is this strategy right ? 

-independent directors-role,importance, are they able to perform their duty ? If not,what 

can be done (Commerce background 

-NPA issue=what is it ,reasons 

-PNB issue 

-some basic DAF questions -why gap after education?  

Last ques- Do you want us to ask you something?  

 

My take-  

1)Cordial Board  

2)They are just trained to be expressionless ! You will not know even for a second if they 

are liking you... 

 

P.s - no question from optional sociology 

 

Hamne apna kaam kar diya, ab toh Rab Raakha  

:clap::clap::clap: 

 

 

43. Panel:Sujata Mehta mam  

Morning session  

2 nd last to go 

 

Mam:  

Introduce yourself. 

Are u working as chief officer? 

Is it from state servises? 

Why u left that job? 
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Genome project ? Tell positive and negative of project? 

Some follow up questions related to genetics. 

What is moral hazard of such project 

 

Lady member1:  

Fergusson college n realted enquiry abt my graduation,muhs Nasik University n Bjmc 

Pune. 

Ask abt distribution of fund to Pune n Nasik with respect to marathwada. 

is it right to give more fund to Marathwada? 

What abt Up n Bihar then? Should they be given more fund. 

What are 14 th finance commission recommandation (I hv previously mentioned in my 

answer) 

 

Member2: 

what is contravesial abt 14 th FC 

I answered as special category status  

Bt he wanted other thing .then I said population as criteria. 

Then he explained abt north and south state demand related to that 

 

M3:foreign relations  

of India . 

USA vs Russsia 

Ask me choose one to whom we should continue our relationship. 

Which approach will u support moral or pragmatic? 

History of Pune city .ask question related to imp battle fought during king shivajis regime 

in Pune. 

(Specially in Lal Mahal) 

 

M4: ask abt Pandharpur wari. 

What is it? How many pilgrimage? What type of work u hav done their? 

Which ws the battle fought in Pune? Koregaon Bhima? What is its significance? 

What is your priorities peace or conciliation under such conditions of violence? 

Chairwoman:  

Tell me about Raja Kelkar ? How he is related to Pune n what is his contribution? 

Tell me strategic imp of Pune.(discussed with Mahesh Bhagwat sir ) 

Why all these institutions are located in Pune ? 

What type of work u hav done for HIV affected people? 

Govt neglecting HIV/aids ,nt giving adequate funding.what is your opinion? 

Some other questions related to that. 

 

Board was cordial specially Mehta mam nodding in bet to give response to answer.overall 

nice feeling n hoping for best..... 
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44. manish 4/2/18 

manish, [02.04.18 18:08] 

date-2 april ,morning session 

board-sujata maa'm  

last one to go  

 

chairman 

1-introduce yourself (i forgot to mention graduation subject, she asked me about it )  

2- did you get job offer in college  

3- how are you keeping your motivation since college (passed in 2015) 

4- case study - college banning jeans only for girls, banning mobile use by girls, you as 

IAS, what will you do 

5- follow up quesiton - give an example where mobile use for girls can be banned 

6- IITs are known for providing domain specific knowledge , how will use this in 

administration 

1-2 more follow up questions regarding this-  

 

member 1 

1- as an passout of new IIT, what you should aim - responsibility , power, fame ,money ? 

2- these days more students are coming to civil service, why ? they should go to 

entrepreneurship ? don't you think students should go for entrepreneurship only and not to 

civil service  

3-4 more questions , can't remember now  

 

member 2- most grilling person , khadosh aadmi  

1- tell me problems of power sector (i have done graduation in electrical engineering)  

2- solutions of above problems  

3- problems of discoms  

4-solutions of above problems 

5- problem of coal sector  

6 - should distribution companies be privatised  

7- what is At&C losses ?  

8- are you from ** ( this is my birthplace but i told him that i had stayed there for 4 

months only and moved to other place ) . he was adamant to ask me this question  

9 -follow up quesiton - what do people do here ? main earning ?  

10- follow up question - which crops are grown here ? 

 

member 4 - lady member - she kept on smilling all the time  

1- have you taken geography optional -  

2- NE states names  

3- strategic significance of the NE 

4- followup question - dokhlam, brahmaputra , siliguri corridor  

5- biodiversity of NE 

6- biodiversity park related to NE or himalaya 

7- any threat to biodiversity of NE? 

8- what is conservation ? 

 

member 5-  
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1- what is knowledge revolution ? 

2- we are witnessing fast change these days? comment - (answered on basis of rapid 

change in demography, technology and social changes) 

3- follow up - predict changes in next 10 years- ( i did a blunder by saying technology 

changes will be fast but social changes will be gradual)  

4- follow up - you are saying there is fast change in technology , then whatever you have 

studined in engineering will become obsolete in few years? how will you then cope up 

with this.  

5- what do you think , we need technocrats more or social background person in 

bureaucracy -  

6-why social change will be slow - 

7- corrrelation b/w size of govt and corruption ( i didn't get this. he explained 'minimum 

govt and maximum governance)  

 

chairman - anything we left , that is not there .. i said yes maam adn pointed to some 

topics, she asked one question  

 

overall - 40 minutes ... 

board was cordial ya fir bas majhe le raha tha because it was over lunch time  

female lady was smilling too much  

sujhata maaam was also noding at many answers 

 

 

45. Shivani Jhirwal 4/5/18 

3rd April 

Forenoon, second to go 

Sujata Mehta Ma'am board 

 

Ch: 

Tell us about yourself. 

How was your experience at IIT? 

Was it a stressful environment? 

What was your Btech. Project about? 

Why is AI being utilized so much for driverless cars? 

What impact will driverless cars have on India? 

Would you feel safe in a driverless car or crossing the road knowing there are driverless 

cars on the road? 

What is a gig economy? 

It took 100s if years for the trade unions to ensure workers' rights, how do we ensure that 

in a gig economy? 

 

M2: 

Have you read any Chetan Bhagat books? Which ones? 

Why is he so popular? 

What is Spic Macay? Did you attend any of its programs? 

Can you name some important classical music singer that passed away last year? 

How was your experience of teaching in NAB (national association for the Blind)? 

What is PwD (Persons with Disabilities) Act? 
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Some provisions. 

 

M3: 

What is the importance of street play in a democracy? (Extra-currics) 

In your experience, do people have an impact by watching street play? 

Should NSS be made compulsory? 

What is cost-benefit analysis? 

Is govt doing any cost-benefit analysis by setting up more and more IITs? 

But we see that engineers do not remain in engineering. They do MBA or other things, so 

are govt.'s resources not wasted by setting up new IITs? Wouldn't it be better to set up 

other types of universities? 

 

M4: 

What is the need to move from diesel to electric vehicles, since electricity is also 

generated using coal, so it is also polluting? 

What is the per KWhr cost of thermal, solar, wind based power? 

What kind of energy source is imp for India? (Can't recall this ques properly) 

What do you know about Mutual Fund industries? 

 

M5: 

Should railways be privatized? 

What are the non-core areas where the private sector is active in railways? 

Name some public sector units in railways? 

What benefit will bullet trian have for India? Is it needed? 

What is KVPY? 

What is a scientist? 

What is the status of research in the country? 

 

Ch: 

Is there a case for having more than one time zones in India? 

Why don't we have more than one time zones? 

Is it a national identity issue? Many other large countries are having multiple time zones 

without any problems. 

 

Lastly, 

Do you want us to ask ques from any area that you prepared? 

I said my hobby of reading books. 

Ma'am said go ahead. And I talked about what kind of books I read, various genres, by 

favourite books, which included Midnight's Children by Salman Rushdie. 

 

Ch: So, I see you have read a very diverse set of genres. Tell me, should Salman Rushdie 

be allowed to take his property? Do you know about this issue? 

I said, I'm sorry Ma'am I don't know about this. 

Ma'am said no issues, it's not important. 

Thank you. 

 

I said thanks to eveyone. Tried to put the chair back in its original position. Ma'am said 

you can leave it. 
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Said thanks again and left. 

 

 

46. Background: BTech. in electrical engineering from IIT Delhi; graduated in 2016; 

optional: philosophy; 

Interview Transcripts 2018  

Agriculture graduate, Rfo, Bonsai hobby 

Panel -Sujata mehta madam  

 

Chairman - 

Is this your photo?  

Introduce yourself  

1) what do you think are reasons for agri crisis ? 

2) what are problems in agri extension?  

Is it doing well?  

3) dairy has well developed cooperatives but it is not developed for crops except 

sugarcane, why?  

 

Member 1 

1) Salman Khan has given 5year jail in poaching case, don't you think it's higher?  

2)what is bonsai? How you do it? ( hobby)  

 

Member 2 

1)what are major 3 recommendations of swaminathan commission?  

2) if implemented all do u think farmers income will be doubled?  

3)what will be effect of increasing oil prices on farmers? 

I confused it with edible oil, and answered but later he said he was asking about 

petroleum oil  

 

Member 4 

1)what is priority sector lending?  

2)does India has more no. Of trucks or tractors?  

3) what is price of tractor? 

4) how cooperative banks works? 

 

Member 5 

1) given 3 types of soils  

Black, red and alluvial  

What are specific properties and what crop will be best in each type?  

 

Chairman  

1)why was there farmers March last month?  

2) what is your opinion about forest dwellers act?  

3) do you think state rights should be privileged over tribal rights ? 

4) do you watch ipl?  

Is it helping for improving Indian cricket?  

Dont you think it is monopolizing cricket?  
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What is role of TV in it?  

Should cricketer allowed for advertising? 

Do you want to share anything? 

 

 

47. Daya, Fri 

Sujata Mehta board 

Optional commerce 

 

1 introduce urself 

2 are financial service ppl outsmart income tax ppl... Recent scams 

3 swachh bharat abhiyan nd its impact in mumbai 

4 name any rural schemes 

5 section 44D of IT act 

6 why companies r listed 

7 whts benefit of share mkt to companies 

8 profit maximisation vs wealth maximisation 

9 state funding of election, foreign funding, electoral bonds 

10 cauvery issue 

11 in how many companies person can bcm director 

12 companies act 2013 

13 FII, whts benefits, did dey control stock mkt 

 

 

48. Ashwin HariFri 

Ashwin Hari: 

05/04/2018 Afternoon 

Last to go @5.30pm 

Around 20-25 minutes 

Board: Sujatha Mehta  

Background :  

State : Kerala 

District : Kottayam 

Graduation : Civil Engineering  

Hobby : Watching car review 

Optional : Public Administration  

 

SM  

1. Showing my photo..is this you? Confirmed that it was me.  

2. Introduce yourself.  

3. Before I said about my hobby, madam read out my hobby from DAF and asked me to 

explain my hobby. 

4. You did you graduation in Civil Engineering but you have affinity towards cars, why 

didn’t you take automobile engineering for graduation? 

5. Why did you take civil engineering for graduation? 

6. What were you doing since 2014? 

7. Do you drive? 

8. What is the current situation or condition of driving nature among people?  
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9. How can we improve the driving nature among people? 

10. We have a kind of paradox situation where there is high number of personal vehicles 

on road that has lead to high traffic and congestion, but people are not taking to public 

transport. Why is it so? 

11. How can we promote public transport? 

 

M1 lady 

1. I will list you some names. You have to identify their area of work or excellence. 

a) Yamini Krishnamoorthy (She said that the person was a dancer) 

b) Thyagaraja 

c) M S Subulakshmi 

2. In the history of Kerala there had been a movement to protect environment. What was 

it ? 

3. Have you heard about Silent Valley Protest? 

4. There is a famous martial art in Kerala. Tell us about it. 

 

M2  

1. So you are a civil engineer. Why is multistorey building constructed? 

2. Why does building have columns? He repeated the question again after I answered it. I 

repeated the answer again. 

3. How to protect buildings during earthquakes?  

4. What the techniques of protecting the buildings from earthquake? 

5. So you are from Kottayam. I have some specific question for you. Are you aware of the 

history of Kerala and Kottayam ?  

6. Why did Christians first come to Kottayam in Kerala? (No answer) 

7. In 13th Century, a very important incident happened in Kottayam History. What was it 

? (he said the 12th apostle came to Kottayam and established something. I didn’t know 

it.) 

8. What is the importance and connection between Kottayam and Christianity? 

(I said about first college in Kerala- CMS at kottayam and the first printing press 

established by Christians)  

9. Have you heard about a place of called Devikulam ? It is in Kottayam, am I right ?  

10. You said your hobby is watching car review, tell me the latest development in cars 

and technology related to cars ? What all should we consider when buying a car ? 

11. How does an automatic gearshift work ?  

12. What is the name of the onboard computer that aids the automatic gear shift ? (He 

gave the answer for the question. I didn’t know the answer) 

13. Have you heard about RBI and SBI. What is the difference between them ?  

14. Something with respect to RBI is happening today. What is it ? (Monetary policy 

committee was scheduled that day). What is repo rate? Why should RBI fix repo rate ? 

15. Inflation is actually good for the economy. Why do you say that inflation is bad for 

the economy?  

16. Explain me what will happen when inflation goes beyond the range you spoke about?  

17. Are you saying that economy will slip into recession if inflation is not controlled? (I 

said that to prevent any such instances of slippage, RBI proactively uses the repo rates to 

smoothen the economy). 

Ashwin Hari: 
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M4. 

1. Let me ask about your graduation subjects. What is the difference between cement road 

and tar roads? 

2. DO you know the estimated cost of cement road and tar road? 

3. Why don’t we use spring to absorb the load from vehicles on the road? Is it 

implemented anywhere in the world? 

4. You spoke about cars. Name few costly cars in the world?  

5. We have started moving towards electric vehicles. Which means we will replace IC 

engines with batteries? This will destroy all ancillary industries related to cars. What is 

your opinion?  

6. Will the transmission be removed or be absent in electric cars?  

7. Why was Nano a failure ?  

 

M5 

1. So your optional is public administration. Tell me what is “Minimum governance 

maximum governance”? 

2. When the Govt machinery is downsized, won’t it cause unemployment?  

3. How can we leverage technology to give maximum governance?  

 

SM  

1. Define Fundamental rights.  

2. A fundamental right has recently been made a law. What was it? (She gave clue that it 

was education). 

3. SC has given a new fundamental right in a recent judgment. What was it? 

4. In DPSP there is an indirect provision that says that health care should be given to 

everyone. What is your opinion on making Right to Health a fundamental right?  

5. What are the issues with making right to health a fundamental right? (When I said 

about the litigation issues and the dilemma of being stuck between providing resources 

between health care facilities and possible huge burden of litigation, everyone started 

laughing.) 

6. When we made Right to education as fundamental right, we didn’t have enough 

resources! (So I said in longer run it can be made as a fundamental right. The National 

Health protection Scheme is one step towards making health a fundamental right) 

7. What is the Human Development Index Status of India?  

8. Compare it with our south Asian neighbors? 

9. Do you want us to ask anything more? (I looked at each member and finally said no. 

Again everyone started laughing. I said nothing madam) 

Your interview is over. Thank you.  

 

Extremely cordial board. No interruption. I was allowed to speak freely. Sujatha madam 

often broke the eye contact with me by turning to other sides so that I look at other 

members too when I was telling answers. Lady member was giving expressions of shock 

– surprise and not satisfactory response. Other members were all expressionless. Mostly 

al members gave clues and tried to help me when I said that I didn’t know the answer. 

Overall a wonderful experience.  

 

Completely DAF based interview. Most questions were follow up questions on my hobby 
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and graduation degree subject. RBI monetary policy was the lone major current affairs 

question. 

 

 

49. Venom: 

Chairman:- Sujata Mehta,  

Civil engg, IIT Kanpur(background),job-Coal India Ltd[CIL], philosophy optional, 

UP. 

Entered the interview room around 3pm. There were 4 members including one lady and 

chairman sujata mam sitting in center.  

C:- chairman, M1,M2,M3....are other members. M1a=Member 1 and his 1st question. 

..and so on.. After goodafternoon and all..  

C1:- Yes please take your seat. So, Tell me something about yourself.  

C2: So, it must have been difficult to leave a well paid job and start preparation for this 

tough and uncertain exam? 

C3: So many years, it would have been a tough journey.... 

C4: Ok so you are civil engg, tell me, how to design roads which are safer, in the context 

of rising accident fatalities in our country? 

C5:-Well, what about the roads which are already constructed...can something be done to 

make them safer and decongest traffic? 

Now she indicates towards to M1.... 

M1a: So, you worked in CIL . Have you heard about Indian Bureau of Mines ? 

Mb2: Ok, so tell me..what is education and what is literacy? 

M1c: Is India focussing on edcuation or literacy...current status ? 

M1d: What are those issues in edcaution i.e. higher education ? 

M1e: What do mean by Microfinance? 

M1f: Have you heard about famous success story of microfinance of Bangladesh?  

 

NOW...to Member 2............... 

M2a: Have you heard about Lietuyens? [ he meant architect which i asnwered correctly]. 

Which buildings he designed? 

M2b: So you are a civil engg, There is problem of congestion in the urban areas. So what 

are the challenges or is it desirable ....if I make a underground 100 story building? 

M2c: What are the pros and cons of DMRC which is above and below the ground? 

 

Now Member 3 turn...........  

M3a: So, you are from Kheri, Do you know the famous national park there?  

M3b: Why do we need to make national parks? 

M3c: Save trees fine, but why we need to protect animals too? 

M3d: But here is so much trouble as human villages are displaced, they complain a lot. So 

its better we shift animals which need protection rather than humans. Shudnt we? 

M3e: Yours' a backward distt. So whats the status of primary education and health there? 
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told about condition of govt school specially absentism of teachers.... 

M3f: What is the reason or psychology of those teachers who are paid but they dont go to 

school and teach? why they dont work? 

M3g: So you think oversight and monitering can check this issue? 

 

Now member 4[lady member].... 

M4a: So, as you mentioned, you play so many sports and all....[with a smile I said, Yes 

mam, I used to play in college days.] OK, tell me the importance of sports like why we 

need it right from beginning e..g schools and then college? 

One counter question: Do sedentry or indoor games develop such team spirit? 

M4b: Tell me, why do we need so many international sports events like CWG, Asian 

etc....we have Olympics, all should play after 4-5 years that only...why so many events 

organised? 

M4c: Why does India doesnt fare well in sports, like what are basic issues which lead to 

such poor condition of sports in India? 

 

Now back to Chairman again...... 

C6: Have you heard about SEWA, ila bhatt? 

C7: Last year there was video of army jawan complaining. He was cornered and troubled 

by system as well and finally led to his suicide. What are the ethical issues you see here? 

C8: Is it right to make video of some one else? 

C9: Is sting operation is justified, should it be done? 

C10: Give me three examples where you think Sting is justified? 

C11:- There are ten people standing by when two are eve teasing a girl. Do think is it 

right? 

C12: why they dont act in such situation and just remain mute spectators? 

Ok your interview is over...Do you want us to ask anymore questions? 

with a smile said...No Mam , Thank you. 

She noded and said interview is over. I left with final thank you and smile :) 

Good luck to others!! 

 

 

50. Interview date: 6-4-2018 

Optional: sociology  

Graduation: engineering 

Work experience: software engineer, MHA officer. 

Panel: sujata mehata mam. 

 

Chairperson:  

1 Tell me something about yourself. Then ask about graduation and job. 

2 why did u left job. 

3 where did u serve in arunachal. 
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4  Is there problem of lack of  time or hardship. 

5 how is internet connectivity. 

6 what r the problems there related to internet . Northeast and other backward areas. 

7 how that can be solved. 

8 recent govt initiative over there. 

9 should foreigners are allowed in protected Areas. 

10. Problem of infrastructure.  

11 how r arunachal people. 

12 is there problem of discrimination or is it only perception. 

13 what can be done to do away with this.  

 

Member 1: 

1 what r the water conservation projects in ralegaon( he think that it is ralegan siddhi) 

2 what r initiative. 

3 you r joint secretary of banai. Tell me hierarchy in administration.ie under secretary 

joint secretary like. 

4 why such hierarchy. 

5 what is competition commission of India. 

6 ex of monopoly if any. 

 

Member 2:  

1 north east educational and health system. Specially arunachal. 

2 problems of such backwardness. 

3 how do find children's there. Whether they going school.  

4 problem of youth . How do u find them 

5 compare tribal of yavatmal and arunachal. 

6 if I reached arunachal. What r safety issues then. 

7 any infrastructure project r there. 

 

Member 3:  

1 compare tribals and meanstram area people. 

2 use of technology for tribal communication. 

3 as a dm how u can communicate them with orally. 

3. Hypothetical questions: suppose all funding is diverted towards tribal development so 

their integration can be possible. 

4 why tribals r not accepting mainstream culture. 

5 why China withdrew from asam in1962 war. 

6 if China stay there during 1962 war so situation in infrastructure and other dev could be 

different. Is it so. What is ur view. 

 

Member 4:  

1 Compare private organisation in India , abroad and govt job. Positive and negative 
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things. 

2 whether govt go for a contractual labour policy or permanent employment policy. 

3 what do u  tackle problem of insurgency. 

 

Chairperson: any thing that is left in ur daf. I told them that my hobby is watching 

contemporary Marathi movie. 

Mam asked me to complete it in quick. 

Thank u. Your interview is over. 

 

 

51. Priyanka, Mon 

Priyanka Rani 

State Bihar  

CSE, IIT kgp, 2013 

Optional sociology 

Hobby yoga, teaching, current issues 

Sujata maam board 

 

1) introduce yourself 

2) how did you keep urself engaged 

3) two problems in banking sector : corporate debt restructuring and loan waiver. 

Difference between principles behind two 

4) how long short term measures should be for loan waiving? 

5)Is loan waiving leads to moral hazard? 

6)Name big company in US and India in it sector. 

7)what makes it big? 

8)why Bihar became backward even though it had glorious past? 

9)how to tackle flood? 

10)what is satyagraha? What reminds you of satyagraha? 

11)Can these days protest termed as satyagraha? 

12)how to determine intentions behind protest? 

13)constitution is unitary or federal? Features 

14)do we need union territory? 

15)E-choupal 

16)g4 countries and objectives behind 

17)brexit and impact on india 

18)loan waiver vs loan restructuring 

19)how to determine fake news 

 

 

52. Geeth Devara  

Sujata Mehta ma’am board 

Mechanical engineer  

Anthropology optional 

Hobbies: watching tv shows and badminton  
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Ch: is this yoibin the photograph ? 

Can you introduce yourself ? 

When did you pass out ? 

What have you been doing since 2016 ? 

What do you do in your spare time ?  

M1 what is bitcoin ? 

Some cross question  

M2: do we need lows to regulate and hold professionals accountable ?  

Some questions followed in my answer 

M3 what is VVPAT? 

What will you do when a politician says that the Evm’s were tampered ? 

Some more questions based on the answers  

M4: how will you use your knowledge of anthropology in administration ? 

Ch: talked about code of conduct? ( mentioned about it earlier) 

Some questions followed based on my answers ?  

Should model code of conduct be legalised ?  

Is there anything you prepared and want us to ask ? 

 

 

53. Shashikanth, Wed 

K SHASHIKANTH 

Interview transcript 2018 

Sujatha mehta madam board 

April 10th 2018. 

First one in the morning to go. 

 

Chairperson :: 

1. Introduce yourself. 

2. What kept you busy all these years. 

3. Why is the state of engineering colleges in India poor? 

4. Is it the same case with your college also? 

5. What is the controversy about 15th Finance commission? 

6. Do you think the remarks made by Southern states are legitimate? 

 

Member-2 

1. Why civil services?  

2. Why many engineers want to join civil services? Is it due to inadequate opportunities in 

engineering? 

3. Is it right on the part of the centre to give funds directly to Panchayats? 

4. What is the role of state finance commission. 

5. Commonwealth games are going on. What is commonwealth? 

6. significance of commonwealth? 

7. Why Anthropology? 

8. Is Anthropology a scoring subject? 
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Member-3 

Asked questions after a lengthy talk for 2 minutes. 

1. Sports culture in India. 

2. Lengthy question had some 4-5 sub questions. IPL wasting Indian water. What should 

be done? (Before I could answer one question he jumped to another elaboration, finally 

settled for IPL question) 

3. Where did you participate in Quiz? Which year? How many others participated? 

4. What other sports do you play? 

5. Do you read books? 

6. Last book that you have read? 

7. Did you read a new book about Gandhi? 

 

Member-4 

1. What is the energy scenario in India? 

2. Explain the energy mix of India? 

3. What are the main sources of renewable energy and what is our target? 

4. What is this Cauvery issue and recent developments? 

5. Which agency in India collects and maintains water availability data in India? 

5. West Bengal Panchayat elections issue? Supreme court ruling on this? 

6. What is the Syria issue? 

7. Who is supporting whom in Syria. 

8. Recent attacks in Syria ? US reaction? 

 

Member-5 (Smiling always) 

1. What is GST?  

2. What is composition of GST council? 

3. How does GST council work? 

4. If all the states decide to vote against centre then isn't it against the interest of centre? 

5. Explain me the complete procedure of Rajya Sabha elections starting from issuing 

notification? 

6. Explain what is proportional representation? 

7. What are the famous Anthropological sites in India that are recognised by UNESCO? 

8. What is Badminton league(PBL)? What are its uses for Indian badminton? 

9. What is NSS? What did you do in it? 

10. Did you visit the plants that you have planted in college under NSS? 

 

Chairperson: 

Do you want us to ask any thing that you have prepared well and we didn't ask you? 

 

Your interview is over. You can leave now. 

Wished them Thank you madam and sirs. 

 

 

54. Board- Sujata Mehata madam 

Date 10:04:2018 

Optional- sociology 

Graduation- Automobile engineering 
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Ch: Introduce Yourself. 

- What is TRIPS + 

- Why India is called pharmacy of the world 

- Should we change our IPR law. 

- What is GI tag? 

- What is it's significance? 

- What is the status of Rasgulla? 

- Which other state claimed it's origin 

 

M1 

- What is special category status? 

- Which state is asking for it? 

- Shall we accord it? 

- Is it good to consider population as parameter in financial devolution? 

- Will south Indian states suffer due to that? 

- What to do then? 

 

M2 

-From where Finance commission gets power? 

- What are the three tiers of government? 

- Do you think centre is bypassing state while giving resources to Panchyat Raj? 

- Is it against federalism? 

-Controversy released to Volkswagen 

- How exactly they fooled the authority? 

- How to prevent such incidents ? 

 

M3 

- Have you heard that recently some Indian intellectual challenged Darwin's theory. 

- How these things will impact academic excellence in India? 

- Do you think we have tradition of rightist thinkers. 

- Why everyone wants to be an IAS? Despite the fact that Authority of IAS is diluting. 

- Is there anything like glamour and Status. 

 

M4 

- How many GI tags India have? 

- Is it healthy tend that indirect taxes are more in total revenue. 

- Why people are not opposing? 

- Do you think GST is good? 

 

Ch: 

- Recently in Mumbai to built over bridge army was called. 

- Do you think it was correct? 
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- What justification minister gave? 

- Is it good to call army at your will. 

- How to lift the morale of force in such cases? 

 

Your interview is over 

- you want to discuss anything? 

 

 

55. Name: Akash Koli 

Graduation:B.Tech(Mech) 

Optional: Anthropology 

Board: Sujata Mehta ma'am 

Date of interview:10th April 

 

Chairman: 

1.Would you like to introduce yourself? 

2.When did you graduate? What are you doing after graduation? 

3.Is IPL good for India? Should BCCI be exempted from tax liabilities?Don't you think 

tax exemption amounts to wastage of taxpayers' money? 

4. What is innovation?What is Jugaad?How they differ? 

 

M1 

1.Have you heard of cold war?What is it?Why is it called cold war? Reasons for cold 

war? 

2. Why USSR collapsed all of a sudden?What were the reasons for USSR's 

disintegration? 

3. Do you know the names of any two leaders who emerged after collapse of USSR and 

became world famous? 

4. There is a perception of intolerance and divisive tendencies in the society. Freedoms 

are under threat. What are the reasons for it? 

 

M2 

1.Do you know about criminal tribes?Why are they called so? 

2. Is there any scientific evidence that their criminal traits are hereditary? Is there any 

gene responsible for their criminality? 

3. What is social anthropology in anthropology?Name any famous social anthropologist? 

4. During Canada PM's visit,there were some concerns. What do you know about it? 

 

M3: 

1.Do you know about ' Special Category Status' (SCS)? Is Andhra's demand justified? Is 

there any provision regarding SCS to Andhra? 

2.Suppose you are a DM of a district.On what parameters would you judge the 

performance of your district? 

3. Finance Commission debate.Northern vs Southern states debate in relation to FC. 

Should population be considered while devolving funds? 

 

M4: 
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1. Aren't southern states right in demanding just criteria for funds? Yes or No,Justify. 

2. Who was the founder of scout movement?Was he a civilian?At what rank did he work 

in British Army? 

3. Tell me some laws of scout? 

4. Discipline is good. But creativity is also important. Don't you think discipline 

constraints creativity?Should there be discipline or creativity or both? 

 

Chairman:  

1. What are your views on demand of separate state of Vidarbha? 

2. Telangana and Vidarbha are almost similar,but Telangana was carved out of AP,why 

not Vidarbha? 

3. Isn't Maharashtra a big state?Don't you think it hampers governance? 

4. What are your views on GM crops?Are you in favour or against GM crops? Justify 
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